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Chapter 1: Introduction

The selection criteria used by venture capitalists to make investment decisions has been a line of inquiry for half a century (Ács & Audretsch, 2006; Barkham, 1994; Brandstätter, 2011; Roper, 1998; Unger et al., 2011; Van Ness & Seifert, 2016; Wells, 1974; Zhao & Seibert, 2006), and so has been a part of the very formalization of the field of entrepreneurship (Aldrich, 2012; Davidsson, 2016, 2017). Early investigations into the criteria applied by outside investors leveraged extant theories of entrepreneurial personality or human capital (Gorman & Sahlman, 1989; Goslin & Barge, 1986; Khan, 1987; MacMillan et al., 1985, 1987; Robinson, 1987; Sandberg et al., 1989; Timmons et al., 1987; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1981, 1984). The growing interest in entrepreneurial studies has been broadening the range of human factors examined in the pursuit of insight into new venture performance (Baum & Silverman, 2004), which in turn make their way into investor selection criteria (Dhochak & Sharma, 2016; Gompers et al., 2020). Increasingly, characteristics such as creativity, flexibility, problem-solving, and design thinking appear as factors in the assessment of founders and ventures (Baron, 2008; De Cock et al., 2020). Of particular importance is a growing interest in exactly how entrepreneurs go about leading their ventures in reaching a scale of operations that supports profitability and a successful exit opportunity for early investors (Ferreira et al., 2019; Streletzki & Schulte, 2013a). Whereas historical approaches to founder assessment have treated founders essentially as bundles of resources and traits (e.g., MacMillan et al., 1985, 1987; Rakhman & Evans, 2005; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984; Zhang, 2012), contemporary research is increasingly focusing on founder behaviors and abilities that shape the establishment of the venture as a viable competitive entity (e.g., Blank, 2013; Ries, 2011; Vogel, 2017) – which is a precursor for creating an exit event
such as an initial public offering or purchase by a larger company (Appelhoff et al., 2016). With the more expansive role of founders, it should not be surprising that there are calls for expanding the theory of entrepreneurship to include a broader array of concepts from the social sciences, including social beliefs, cultures and values (Ferreira et al., 2019). It is a trend that points to the need to revisit investment selection criteria generally, and venture management criteria in particular.

**Problem**

Even before today’s broader view of venture management gained favor, research showed that venture capitalists (VCs) were generally better equipped to evaluate non-human factors in an investment decision, such as market conditions, business execution, and technology (Barney et al., 2001; Kozmetsky et al., 1985; Riquelme & Watson, 2002; Smart, 1999; Zacharakis & Meyer, 1998). Arthur Rock, an early investor in both Intel and Apple, has said, “nearly every mistake I’ve made has been in picking the wrong people, not the wrong idea” (Bygrave & Timmons, 1992, p. 6). The prevalence of the challenge associated with backing founders who can lead the venture to a successful exit is exemplified by Wasserman’s (2008) observation that fewer than one-quarter of founders were no longer CEO by the time the venture had its initial public offering. Despite decades of research into the criteria used by VCs to select ventures for investment, satisfaction with identified criteria and models remains low (Graves & Ringuest, 2018). Given the regularity with which venture management is reported to be the primary driver of selection, the lack of clear progress can be at least partly attributed to lack of progress in understanding the “people” characteristics that matter. While organizational scientists have made significant strides in unpacking team and leadership effectiveness, the discussion of venture
selection criteria seems mired in historically bound debates centered on human capital, such as whether education background or experience are more important (Streletzki & Schulte, 2013b). Together, this suggests that how human factors shape investment decisions remains a topic both worthy of research and essential to investors.

The lingering dissatisfaction might be associated with a historical focus on individuals (e.g., founders) rather than on management teams. Among the most frequently cited journal articles on selection criteria, it is not uncommon to see assessment criteria that are related solely to the entrepreneur’s potential performance, such as familiarity with the industry (Muzyka et al., 1996; Shepherd et al., 2000; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984), employment history (Muzyka et al., 1996; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984), industry experience (MacMillan et al., 1985; Muzyka et al., 1996; Riquelme & Rickards, 1992; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984), personality (MacMillan et al., 1985), education (Baum & Silverman, 2004; Cooper et al., 1994; Shepherd et al., 2000), or overall human capital (Baum & Silverman, 2004; Colombo & Grilli, 2005; Cooper et al., 1994; Kaplan et al., 2009). In a few cases, entrepreneur-focused assessment models include criteria that are related to the entrepreneur’s ability to work with others, but even these are usually entrepreneur-centric. For example, Kaplan and Strömberg (2004) consider the entrepreneur’s ability to attract necessary employees, which would seem to be a beneficial capability but is not the same thing as the ability to work effectively on a team. Given that the majority of new ventures are founded and led by teams (Kamm et al., 1990; Klotz et al., 2014; Ruef, 2010; Ucbasaran et al., 2003), a focus on individual human capital leaves a lot of potential explanatory power untapped.

Even where management criteria are specified, they are typically simple aggregations of individual traits rather than criteria associated with team performance. For example, evaluating
factors such as education (Dimov & Shepherd, 2005; Franke et al., 2006), management skill (Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984), performance history (Fried & Hisrich, 1994; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984), experience (Beckman et al., 2007; Dimov & Shepherd, 2005; Franke et al., 2006; MacMillan et al., 1985; Muzyka et al., 1996; Shepherd, 1999), and quality (Kaplan & Strömberg, 2004; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984), amounts to evaluating the management team as individuals, then making sure that either they each meet some standard or that the deficits of one manager can be offset by strengths of another manager. In a few cases, the advantages of having a team whose individual expertise spans a range of relevant domains (e.g., marketing, sales, finance, operations) is identified (Beckman et al., 2007; Dimov & Shepherd, 2005; Hall & Hofer, 1993; Kaplan & Strömberg, 2004; MacMillan et al., 1985; Muzyka et al., 1996; Shepherd, 1999), however no mention is made of the added challenges to effective performance that such cross-disciplinary teams present (Salazar et al., 2012; Salazar & Salas, 2013). So, even where the discussion of selection criteria mentions management teams, not all the factors associated with team performance are captured by prior studies, which means they also leave the potential explanatory power of team performance untapped.

In some cases, studies reference leadership which points to the interpersonal aspects of growing a venture. For example, Muzyka et al. (1996) refer to the “leadership potential” of lead entrepreneurs and venture teams overall and Fried and Hisrich (1994) refer to “leadership capabilities” and “demonstrated leadership ability” without defining the terms or how they are assessed. Franke et al. (2006) refer to “experience leading teams” without specifying specific abilities or whether that leadership was effective. So once again, potential explanatory power that
could be captured through assessing venture management characteristics that shape overall performance is left unexploited.

It is important to note that it is not clear whether this individual-centric view of human criteria arises from a narrow framing on the part of researchers or from researchers accurately reflecting the individual-centric views of investors. Much of the contemporary understanding of team and leader effectiveness has been arrived at in the last 20 years … after the foundational studies of selection criteria had already established an individualized interpretation of human capital as the basis of discussion. Researchers are in the process of establishing the role of team and leadership capabilities in venture performance (Caliendo & Kritikos, 2012; De Cock et al., 2020; Ensley et al., 2006; Ferreira, et al., 2019; Zacharakis & Meyer, 2000), which suggests that any significant findings will work their way into selection. So, a key issue is whether investors are already assessing venture teams on interpersonal capabilities, such as team and leadership skills. Although venture capitalists are savvy and experienced business professionals, they are known to be overconfident (Zacharakis & Shepherd, 2001) and intuitive (Khan, 1987; Levie & Gimmon, 2008; McMillan et al., 1987) — a combination that impedes learning (Bacon-Gerasymenko, 2019) and could allow outdated points of view to persist. Does a recent Delphi study participant’s comment that, “Investment decisions/management varies widely and is more of an art” (Cannice et al., 2016, p. 11) reflect a selection context that inherently cannot be made systematic or a decision-making process that consciously or unconsciously chooses to avoid making it so?

The lack of clear progress in establishing criteria that are a reliable predictor of venture success has important consequences for individual venture capital firms and the industry in
general. Poor deal selection leads to poor portfolio outcomes, and two-thirds of VC firms launch only one fund (Tyabji & Sathe, 2010). Firms that make it to a second fund have an advantage in sourcing, evaluating, and negotiating terms with ventures seeking outside investment, which affords them more learning opportunities and can lock in their position in the VC market. As a result, a “caste system” (Tyabji & Sathe, 2010) has emerged in which top-tier firms benefit from reinforcing feedback processes where success attracts money and talent, which in turn promote future success. Venture management selection criteria that capture the largely untapped role of interpersonal capabilities has the potential to not only improve individual firm performance, but also reshape the venture capital industry.

To lay the foundation for a comprehensive understanding of the role that interpersonal capabilities play in contemporary selection criteria and employing a grounded theory approach to identifying factors in the decision-making process, investors in early-stage ventures were asked to describe their investment selection criteria. The interviews focused on two research questions. First, who in the venture do investors assess during the investment selection process? Second, what criteria do investors find important when assessing venture management? Participant responses revealed a focus on founders. Many participants expressed an interest in understanding the venture team, but immediate circumstances generally prevented them from assessing the range of team members that they would ideally. Specifically, while the interviews were underway, funds available for venture investing outweighed ventures seeking funding – a market asymmetry that heavily favors those seeking to raise funds. So, even among investors that desired to broadly assess the venture team, short decision deadlines and finicky founders led them to focus on the founders only. The criteria used to make assessments was also affected by
the market asymmetry. The same short deadlines and selective founders generally required potential investors to narrow the range of criteria they were able to assess prior to making an investment decision. However, regardless of the market asymmetry, differences were observed in the range of criteria deemed important – stemming largely from the investors mental models and predispositions. Overall, five categories of selection criteria emerged: soft skills, hard skills, personality, character, and mindset. This manuscript reviews the literature on founder selection, describes the research employed and the results obtained, and concludes with a discussion of limitations and implications.

Contribution

The current study contributes to the literature in four different ways. First, it updates what is known about how investors assess venture founders when making an investment decision. Investment selection criteria received much attention in the early years of entrepreneurship research, and much of the established perspectives on this matter are tied to several decades-old studies. Second, it demonstrates that despite advances in theory and practical techniques of assessment, even investors who appreciate the human factors in selection tend to rely on intuition. Third, it raises important questions for researchers about how the context of investment selection shapes the extent of assessment. Finally, it paves the way for helping practitioners improve their assessment of venture founders and management.

Update Selection Criteria

Identifying the investment decision-making process and the selection criteria employed during that process was one of the early topics of investigation in entrepreneurship scholarship. Throughout the 1980s and into the 1990s, founder capabilities were generally viewed through the
Human Capital lens – a construct from macroeconomics. At a period when much of the scholarly investigation into entrepreneurship was being driven by researchers with an economics background, it served as a foundation for understanding how human elements factor into the entrepreneurial process in general and investment selection in particular. As a wider variety of social scientists entered the field, additional lenses on the human element were applied. This study revisits the question of founder assessment in light of the richer understanding of founders afforded by these additional lenses, and in doing so, it reveals that some investors are assessing founders from the point of view that is much more contemporary than the Human Capital-centered one that is ingrained in the scholarly perspective.

**Intuitive Assessments**

Investors in early-stage ventures are generally successful businesspeople in their own right. Many are experienced entrepreneurs and have a rigorous approach to assessing an early-stage venture's product, market, and financial aspects. The people's side of the venture is often a different story. This study demonstrates that advances in organizational science have made their way into the assessment criteria professional investors use during investment selection but that even among relatively people-savvy investors, there is a tendency to rely on an intuitive assessment of founders and to dismiss the opportunity to even experiment with, much less regularly apply, assessment mechanisms that offer the potential for more rigorous assessment.

**Questions for Further Study**

Through its investigation of assessment criteria, this study uncovers several critical unanswered questions. First, how do market conditions shape criteria? Participants were
interviewed at or near the peak of the venture investment market (mid-2021), and it was not uncommon to hear accounts of due diligence being cut short to meet tight decision deadlines.

Second, how does an individual’s or firm’s investment strategy shape their selection criteria? For example, a strategy focused on covering a technology space can afford to de-emphasize founder characteristics since the goal is to be strategically positioned when a dominant technology emerges. Third, what factors other than investment strategy shape an investor’s interest in people criteria? Investment strategy is a clear example of a contextual factor that might affect the criteria and extent of founder assessment, but are there individual differences of the investor that drive the assessment of founders? Lastly, given the reluctance even people-oriented investors seem to have for rigorous founder assessment, it would be very insightful to know what factors shape an investor’s interest in thoroughly assessing people.

**Practical Contributions: Improving Founder Assessment**

The findings of the current study and its immediate practical extensions have the potential to help investors improve their assessments of founders and overall decision-making in at least two ways. First, the findings can help investors pick a set of criteria that suit their investment strategy. Second, in many cases, the criteria associated with the results of the current study have validated scales associated with them. Connecting investors with such validated scales has the potential to improve their assessments' rigor.
Chapter 2: Literature Review

Modern market economies rely on a constant churning of the business landscape “that incessantly revolutionizes the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly creating a new one” (Schumpeter, 2003, p. 83). The churn drives technological advancements, economic growth, and social mobility (Drucker, 1985; Gartner, 1985; Klepper, 2016; Quadrini, 2000; Schumpeter, 1934). The destruction is easy to spot: shuttered storefronts, plant closures and layoffs. It is also easy to understand: money runs out, vendors go unpaid, and work grinds to a halt. Creation is a bit different, especially understanding it. “Grand opening” signs are visible indicators of retail creation, and Initial Public Offerings denote an important milestone enjoyed by some particularly successful companies. However, it can hard to spot other aspects of economic creation and harder still to appreciate where business ideas come from and how they manifest into an actual business.

This chapter begins with a brief discussion of entrepreneurship broadly that will help establish the context for readers new to the topic. A summary review of research into entrepreneurs will highlight the traditional research approaches for understanding entrepreneurs: personality and human capital models. Next, a contemporary view of the role of entrepreneurs will be described, leveraging the alternative opportunity-based theories of entrepreneurial action: opportunity discovery, and opportunity creation. The very issue of opportunities is a hotly debated topic in entrepreneurship, but the alternative action theories prove useful in the examination of investment selection criteria. The current research examines the criteria that professional investors use when selecting venture investments, so an overview of the role of
venture capitalists is provided. Having described the two sides of the investment decision, the investment selection process and criteria are discussed, with particular focus on founder criteria.

**Entrepreneurs**

At the center of business creation are entrepreneurs, who discover, evaluate, and exploit opportunities to create goods and services (Gartner, 1990; Hitt et al., 2001). Their vital role has made them a focus of scholarly study for at least 50 years (Ács & Audretsch, 2006; Barkham, 1994; Brandstätter, 2011; Roper, 1998; Unger et al., 2011; Van Ness & Seifert, 2016; Zhao & Seibert, 2006), with the latter half of that period seeing not only tremendous growth in interest and output, but also maturation and institutionalization of entrepreneurship as a field of study (Aldrich, 2012; Davidsson, 2016, 2017). According to Davidsson (2016), entrepreneurs drive the economy forward by: providing customers with additional choices and in some cases providing more value; encouraging incumbent firm to refine their market offerings, thereby increasing their efficiency and/or effectiveness; and when seen as successful, drawing in new entrants, thereby raising the competitive pressure and ultimately efficiency and effectiveness.

Some entrepreneurs have the financial resources to fund their business venture on their own, or with the help of friends and family, but most need to find outside investors to provide the financial resources needed to get the business up and running (Gompers & Lerner, 2001). This mismatch is nothing new. Entrepreneurs have long used contractual arrangements to partner with those with an excess of capital and a willingness to risk some of it on a new venture. For example, Christopher Columbus paired up with the Castilian Crown to support his drive to discover, evaluate, and exploit a new route to the Far East. Two centuries later, when Scottish economist John Law sought to discover, evaluate, and exploit opportunities in the French
colonies of North America, he found an investor in Irish-French economist Richard Cantillon, who had made a fortune early in life as a banker and merchant.

For such a partnership to be effectuated, investors have to decide whether the venture is promising enough and the terms favorable enough that the potential return is worth the risk (Dimov et al., 2007; Dubini, 1989; Fried & Hisrich, 1994; Khan, 1987). So too, current owners must find the investment terms favorable enough that they are willing to agree to the investment (Hsu, 2007; Ko & McKelvie, 2018; Zhang, 2011). While a good deal of research has gone into both sides of the partnership, this chapter focuses on venture investors, and in particular, the founder characteristics that such investors assess when making investment decisions. Over the course of five decades, dozens of research studies have shown that investors assess ventures along two fundamental dimensions: the business and the founder(s). It is hard to find an entrepreneurship paper from the 1980s that does not employ the metaphor of “the horse” (the business) and “the jockey” (the founder) as a means to describe these two fundamental dimensions. Naturally, investors would prefer to invest in ventures with both a promising business case and strong leadership (Kaplan & Strömberg, 2004), but such ventures are relatively scarce. Over time, VCs and other early-stage investors distinguish themselves in how they decide the more common cases involving ventures that are imperfect in one or more ways. Different VCs report weighing either management or business factors differently (Kaplan et al., 2009). However, when it comes to early-stage ventures characteristics of the founder(s) generally have primacy over those of the business.

It is worth noting that founders have varying attitudes toward external funding, especially given the loss of control that typically comes with it (Wasserman, 2008). Wasserman points out
that founders typically face of choice of either maintain control of the venture or raising the funds needing to grow the venture to its potential scale. Control-oriented founders, like those discussed by Kets de Vries (1985), are reluctant to raise external funds, will raise less money each round, or forsake funding altogether in order to maintain their control. Some investors will refuse to back such founders (Wasserman, 2008), looking instead for ventures whose founders have the potential to lead their ventures over the long term.

The selection of ventures for investment is not a mere side issue when it comes to the role of professional investors in entrepreneurial ecosystems. While deal sourcing, deal selection, and post-investment value-adding activities all contribute to value creation, VCs rate deal selection as the most important of the three (Gompers et al., 2020). Empirical studies show human factors are significant drivers of exit returns (e.g., Streletzki & Schulte, 2013a) supporting their inclusion in the deal selection calculus.

The central role played by the venture founders in the selection process was revealed in the earliest investigations of VCs investment decision-making (e.g., MacMillan et al., 1985, 1987; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984). One of the first findings in selection research was the consensus among VCs that if faced with a choice between an “A” founder with a “B” business opportunity and a “B” founder with an “A” opportunity, invest in the “A” founder (Gompers & Lerner, 2001; MacMillan et al., 1985). Gladstone and Gladstone (2002) reiterate this early finding, noting that a venture can have a good idea and poor management and lose every time, whereas a good management team can turn a poor idea into a winner. Gompers et al. (2020) recently observed that when it comes to selecting investments, VCs see the venture team as more important than business-related characteristics such as product or technology. In terms of responsibility for the
ultimate success or failure of the venture, outside investors assign responsibility to the founder and venture team rather than to the business.

Not surprisingly, then, the nature of the entrepreneurial team is an important component of the sourcing and screening process. Baron and Hannan (2002) and Hellmann and Puri (2000) focus on how founding teams are formed and their attractiveness as investment opportunities. Gompers, et al. (2010) show that past success as an entrepreneur is an important factor that VC firms focus on when assessing potential investments. Recently, a growing interest in the role of affect in entrepreneurship is highlighting the important dynamics of founding teams, establishing the very concept of team entrepreneurial passion (Cardon, Glauser, & Murnieks, 2017), how team passion emerges (Cardon, Post, & Forster, 2017), and its effects on outcomes (Cardon, Post, & Forster, 2017) and decision making (Huang et al., 2019). Despite all this attention, human factors are typically under-appreciated by venture capitalists, and Streletzki and Schulte (2013b) argue that venture capital firms are not selecting on the right criteria. These findings, together with widespread disappointment in investment decisions (Graves & Ringuest, 2018), suggest that practitioners need evidence-based guidance about venture selection, especially with regard to founder characteristics.

Research has revealed that VCs found assessing founders to be difficult (Barney et al., 2001; Kozmetsky et al., 1985; Riquelme & Watson, 2002; Smart, 1999; Zacharakis & Meyer, 1998). Arthur Rock, an early investor in both Intel and Apple, has said, “nearly every mistake I’ve made has been in picking the wrong people, not the wrong idea” (Bygrave & Timmons, 1992, p. 6). Despite decades of research, a clear understanding of the role of the entrepreneur in venture selection and performance remains elusive, and venture investors still experience
substantial disappointment with their decisions (Graves & Ringuest, 2018). As a participant in a recent Delphi study told researchers, “Investment decisions/management varies widely and is more of an art” (Cannice et al., 2016, p. 11). A long-standing explanation for this lack of progress stems from evidence that VCs as decision-makers are overconfident (Zacharakis & Shepherd, 2001) and intuitive (Khan, 1987; Levie & Gimmon, 2008; McMillan et al., 1987) — a combination that impedes learning, particularly when it comes to the management of venture portfolios (Bacon-Gerasymenko, 2019).

**Founder Assessment Criteria**

One’s beliefs influence both what one observes and how one interprets what is observed (Rutjens & Brandt, 2018). Entrepreneurship scholars are not immune to this influence, so their fundamental beliefs about entrepreneurs will shape their observation and interpretation of investors’ selection criteria. Perspectives on entrepreneurship are rich and varied (e.g., Ahmetoglu et al., 2017; Davidsson, 2017; Essers et al., 2017; Fayolle et al., 2018; Shepherd & Patzest, 2017), and an accounting of them is beyond the scope of this chapter. Instead, this review draws upon the previously discussed alternative theories for entrepreneurial action to underscore the role of human factors in investment selection.

A focus on human factors is worthwhile for at least two primary reasons. First, given the long-established primacy of founders’ characteristics in investors’ decision-making (e.g., MacMillan et al., 1985, 1987; Rakhman & Evans, 2005; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984; Zhang, 2012), inadequate evaluation criteria for founders are a likely source of lingering dissatisfaction with investment decisions (Graves & Ringuest, 2018). Second, VCs and other professional investors are generally better equipped to evaluate rigorously non-human factors in an investment decision
such as market conditions, business execution and technology (Smart, 1999), suggesting that insights into human factors will be of more practical use to investors.

**Assessing Market Entry Role of Founders.** The contemporary study of entrepreneurship is generally traced back to the Austrian School of economics and in particular, the works of Schumpeter (1934) and Kirzner (1973). Given these origins, early consideration of the entrepreneur’s role was as a precipitator of microeconomic market entry. For Kirzner (1971, 1973) and many others still influenced by the Austrian school, opportunities are gaps that develop in the market landscape (Suddaby et al., 2015) which entrepreneurs discover (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Individual entrepreneurs themselves play a limited role, since gaps are real and objective phenomena that will eventually be identified through the search activities of the entrepreneur class (Alvarez & Barney, 2007; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Regarding the assessment of entrepreneurs for investment selection and for performance prediction, economics-based researchers turned to human capital theory (Becker, 1993), which was developed to account for qualitative differences in labor such as those resulting from investments in education. This approach uses investment-like traits such as years of experience or education to explain entrepreneurs’ success at exploiting an identified gap.

To the extent that entrepreneurs are intrepid explorers searching to discover gaps in the marketplace, then another central issue in entrepreneurship is understanding who chooses to become an entrepreneur (for example, see Levine & Rubinstein, 2017; Poschke, 2013; Stanworth et al., 1989). Research into individual differences that distinguishes entrepreneurs from non-entrepreneurs centers on capabilities associated with discovering and exploiting opportunities (Alvarez & Barney, 2007; Pittaway et al., 2018), such as alertness to opportunities (Kirzner,
1973; Wood & McKinley, 2010). This perspective leads to a trait-based approach (e.g., McClelland, 1961) for distinguishing entrepreneurs from non-entrepreneurs (Gartner, 1989) which has a number of consequential pitfalls (Pittaway & Tunstall, 2016), most notably an accumulation of trait associations with no meaningful net contribution to understanding (Gartner, 1989).

Researchers have begun to map the processes for raising needed capital leveraging theories such as exploitation of network ties (Shane & Cable, 2002), social co-optation (Starr & MacMillan, 1990), employment of symbolic mechanisms (Zott & Huy, 2007), and solicitation of endorsements (Carter & Manaster, 1990; Janney & Folta, 2006; Plummer et al., 2016). They have also been assembling the catalogue of factors used in funding decisions, including criteria related to founder and venture team human capital (Ebbers & Wijnberg, 2012; Gulati & Higgins, 2003), business plans (Delmar & Shane, 2004), and social capital (Florin et al., 2003).

In this role, entrepreneurs are like prospectors, and the relevant human factors center on those that affect whether one becomes a prospector at all and, if so, those that affect how effective you will be at making a find. However, entrepreneurs seeking formal outside investment have generally already made a find and are looking for funding to exploit it. So for VCs and other potential investors entering the picture at this point, the human factors associated with opportunity discovery are less relevant that those that will affect how the opportunity is groomed to its fullest potential. Does the entrepreneur have the skills, abilities, and behaviors needed to lead successfully the effort to make the most of the business opportunity? Such characteristics are not a part of these largely economics-based discovery theories (Davidsson,
2017). Other researchers, however, take a different perspective on the role of entrepreneurs and offer insights into founders that are more informative to the investment selection process.

**Assessing Product, Service, and Organizational Development Role of Founders.** The past two decades have seen a widening of the perspective of scholarly entrepreneurship research. A major turning point was Shane and Venkataraman’s (2000) framework that widens the lens of inquiry to include process and behavioral considerations. Leaders in entrepreneurship studies have called for broader participation in the field, including management, organizational, and other social scientists who could apply their disciplines’ theoretical frameworks to the entrepreneurial context (e.g., Shepherd, 2015), and an influx of researchers has broadened the range of questions asked and the types of analysis employed, particularly with regard to how entrepreneurs shape the way that market gaps are cultivated in the face of changing customer preferences, shifts in technology, and the like (Venkataraman et al., 2012; Wood & McKinley, 2010) and how entrepreneurs lead their ventures’ exploitation of them. The entrepreneur is in a dynamic, interdependent relationship with the market landscape (Alvarez & Barney, 2007; Fletcher, 2006; Suddaby et al., 2015) and is exerting agency to turn a mere market gap into a business opportunity (Fletcher, 2006; Sarasvathy, 2004; Wood & McKinley, 2010). Necessarily, this view of the entrepreneur underscores generative abilities and behaviors associated with the process of creation.

Whereas early models of entrepreneurship draw primarily on traditional economic thinking (Fisher, 2012; Pryor et al., 2016), recently models integrating behavioral theories have been gaining ground. The impetus to broaden theories of motivation and decision making arise at least in part from the fact that “people enter and persist in entrepreneurship despite low risk-
adjusted returns” (Astebro et al, 2014, p.50) which suggests that standard “rational” models cannot fully explain founder behavior. For example, rather than finding entrepreneurial motivation in the identification of marketspace gaps and their exploitation, Bird and Schjoedt (2009) frame their investigation on the actions needed to launch and grow a venture, which could be tied to a passion for starting a business more than filling a market need. Others (e.g., Baker & Nelson, 2005; Sarasvathy, 2001) theorize that entrepreneurs focus more on making use of the resources they have available rather than on finding and filling market opportunities based on economic analysis, which could be tied to a need for independence, for example. Many of these advances are the offshoots of behavioral economics (Astebro et al, 2014) which attribute non-rationale entrepreneurial behavior to three causes: differences in risk aversion, overconfidence, and nonmonetary individual preferences. However, others (e.g., Pryor et al., 2016) are moving well beyond the confines of behavioral economics in their integration of behavioral and cognitive factors in entrepreneurial decision making and action. Still others (e.g., Baron, 2008; Cardon et al., 2009; Elfenbein, 2007; Foo, 2011; Huang et al., 2019) are employing affect theories to contribute to the discussion of entrepreneurial behavior and decision-making. For example, Huang et al. (2019) offer insights into entrepreneurial team decision-making by examining the influence of group fear and group hope – two emotions whose tensions may contribute to the escalation of commitment often seen on entrepreneurial teams but not easily explained through rational economic theory. Lastly, there has been growing interest in the operational aspects of entrepreneurship with some researchers turning their attention away from why entrepreneurs do what they do and towards what they are actually doing. This often involves applying leadership theories to the role of founder, founding team, or venture management team.
Such research has implications for venture performance and exit, and thereby, should inform investment selection, and so is central to the discussion that follows.

How researchers view entrepreneurs is one thing; how investors view them when making investment decisions is another. Ideally, they should be related, but the two perspectives are inherently different. Investor selection is the real-world phenomenon that researchers are trying to understand by studying it. Biases arising from the researcher’s worldview affect how selection is understood, but they are not part of the selection process itself. Investor bias, if present, might. Therefore, before reviewing the research on selection criteria, it is useful to also establish who venture investors are and what process they use to come to a decision.

**Venture Capitalists**

The need for outside investment arises when there is a mismatch between those with innovative ideas and those with the capital to exploit them (Ko & McKelvie, 2018). Most new ventures require little or no capital, and what capital is required can be raised through drawing down personal savings and the capital of friends and family (Gompers & Lerner, 2001). When third-party capital is needed, entrepreneurs often turn first to “angel” investors − wealthy patrons who are willing to invest capital in return for an equity stake in the business. However, ventures whose capital needs exceed what is readily accessible from angels can become candidates for funding from a professionally raised and managed venture fund. These tend to be ventures with very high growth potential that require considerable investment in order to achieve the scale necessary to succeed (Brush et al., 2008; Hite & Hesterly, 2001). Such ventures are rare, and relatively few new ventures wind up in the market for venture capital (Gompers & Lerner, 2001).
Venture capitalists are business professionals who raise and manage capital funds for the purpose of making investments in early-stage businesses (Barry, 1994), though technically, any case where financial resources are invested in a private company where the investor subsequently takes an active role in the business decision-making can be considered a venture capital investment (Sahlman, 1990). In market economies with a vibrant entrepreneurial sector, investors have more investment opportunities than they can possibly fund, so although research has been conducted on how entrepreneurs navigate the VC process (e.g. Bengtsson & Wang, 2010; Fairchild, 2011; Falik et al., 2016; Shane & Cable, 2002) much more scholarly work has focused on understanding VCs and their investment selection process.

The professionalization of venture investing arises from the unique risks and high levels of uncertainty that new ventures face, particularly high-growth-potential ventures requiring significant capitalization. While any business venture involves risk, MacMillan et al. (1985) identified six categories of risk associated with new ventures that have to be evaluated and managed: losing the entire investment, competitive risk, management failure, leadership failure, being unable to bail out if necessary, and failure to implement the venture idea – the last two being somewhat unique to early-stage ventures. Moreover, decisions to invest in an early-stage venture are made in the face of imprecise measures, varied and often conflicting factors, and tremendous economic uncertainty (Aouni et al., 2014). It is a situation that is too risky for many investors. Venture capitalists, however, typically look for extraordinary returns on their investments and are experts at managing the high levels of uncertainty. For many VCs, the ideal venture to invest in is one that has a product or service backed by technology with a strong potential for future growth, but which faces near-term failure (Baum & Silverman, 2004). In fact,
a startup whose risk of failure is too low is unlikely to be interesting to the VC community, since the probability of success will already be factored into the investment price and the rate of return commensurately will be lower.

Given that investors vigorously guard their capital, they tend to employ rigorous evaluation of opportunities (Gompers & Lerner, 1998). However, there are probably as many different ways to make an investment decision as there are investors (Feld & Mendelsohn, 2019; Gorman & Sahlman, 1989; Kaplan & Strömberg, 2004). So it comes as no surprise that the examination of how VCs make decisions was of keen interest in the 1980s on the heels of the emergence of the VC industry in the U.S. (Bruno & Tyebjee, 1985; Chan, 1983; Gorman & Sahlman, 1989; Goslin & Barge, 1986; Khan, 1987; Kozmetsky et al., 1985; MacMillan et al., 1985, 1987; Rea, 1989; Robinson, 1987; Sandberg et al., 1989; Timmons et al., 1987; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1981, 1984).

These foundational studies were conducted during the era dominated by the viewpoint that entrepreneurs are primarily identifiers of market gaps and before process-oriented behavioral views of the entrepreneur gained traction. So, even though the VC decision research was establishing that managerial capability was the most significant factor in the selection process and highly influenced expected risk and returns (Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984), these capabilities were generally framed a priori and interpreted ex post by researchers focusing on traits associated with the ability to identify market gaps. Precedent established, researchers examining the criteria investors use for assessing founders in the decision process maintained the trait-oriented view in the decades that followed. For example, Kaplan and Strömberg (2004) confirm previous survey results that VCs consider factors that include the attractiveness of the market, strategy,
technology, product or service, customer adoption, competition, deal terms and the quality and experience of the management team. True to the prevalent view they were operating within, the “quality and experience of the management team” is characterized by traits, rather than behaviors or process abilities. For example, in one of the earliest scholarly studies of entrepreneurship, Wells (1974) identified *management commitment* as the most important criteria in venture evaluation. Other early studies found *quality of management* (Poindexter, 1976), and *management skills & history* (Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984) to be most important. Macmillan et al. (1985, 1987) expanded the range of human factors identified to be important, but in general continued the trait-orientation, identifying factors such as *capacity for sustained and intense effort*, *ability to articulate well when discussing venture*, and *attention to detail*.

As interest in a process-oriented view of entrepreneurship grew, so did a recognition that VCs can play important role in cultivating value creation in their portfolio companies (e.g., Black & Gilson, 1998; Gompers & Lerner, 1999; Kortum & Lerner, 2000; Leleux & Surlemont, 2003; Manigart et al., 2002, 2006; Sahlman, 1990; Sapienza et al., 1996; Wright & Lockett, 2003). Whereas opportunities have already been discovered by the time VCs encounter them, they may subject to the nurturing and shaping that investors can offer – if you view opportunities as things that are being created. So as a process point-of-view gained favor, researchers began to show the beneficial impact on venture performance associated with VC backing (Gompers & Lerner, 1999; Kortum & Lerner, 2000). However, different investors take different approaches to selecting and managing their portfolios.
Venture Capitalist Types

Much of the research into VCs’ decision-making has been oriented toward identifying a prototypical process that generically describes how investments are selected. As a result, individual and organizational differences in selection were under-studied (Dimov et al., 2007) until relatively recently. Early studies indicated that the process is fairly standard and stable, though different types of investors weigh the various steps and criteria differently. Such findings may stem at least in part from the fact that the typologies associated with VCs under consideration were often based on the source of risk. For example, MacMillan et al. (1985) identified three types of VCs according to the focus of their risk management, those that: (a) carefully assess the competitive and implementation risks; (b) seek easy bail out; and (c) deliberately keep as many options open as possible. However, such categorizations do not highlight differences in selection styles, nor were they meant to. Looking only at European VCs, Muzyka et al. (1996) also found three types, though a different three, but again oriented to how they prioritized risk factors – those that focus on: (a) geography, (b) the deal, and (c) the management team. From the discovery perspective, investment decisions have a lot in common with financial portfolio management and VC involvement is essentially over once the investment is made.

As the process-oriented view of entrepreneurship gained momentum and researchers examined how investment decisions were made more closely, and they discovered that different types of VCs approach the decision-making process differently. In particular, there is a good deal of variation in how investors approach post-investment involvement in the venture. Studies employing this process-oriented view of the decision revealed that some VCs place primary
emphasis on the management team characteristics, while others focus mainly on the business considerations, and still others on the technology (Knockaert et al., 2010), investor types which have been called people, financial, and technology investors (Knockaert & Vanacker, 2013). People investors put in effort up front to find the right founders and venture teams, but they will be less involved in value-adding activities. Knockaert and Vanacker (2013) argue that such investors put the effort in up front to find the “right” management and so do not have to be directly involved as much down the road. Financial investors focus on the business model and often follow a portfolio management approach to investing. Dimov et al. (2007) find that VCs with expertise in finance tend to avoid early-stage investments, possibly stemming from an over-reliance on financial analysis. It is certainly the case that the context of early-stage ventures is rich in uncertainty, which sets up conditions that violate the assumptions of traditional “rational” finance modeling. Heuristics and real options are geared toward uncertainty, but traditional finance experts generally do not embrace them. Such circumstances also indicate that founders have an oversized role in the venture outcome, and financial expertise does not convey the expertise needed to make high quality decisions around human factors. Lastly, technology investors place greater weight on the technology and its potential and as a result expect to provide hands-on guidance after investment. So one thing is clear: the decision-making process is affected by the investor type.

The process-oriented view of entrepreneurship opens the door to assessing founders based on their process-oriented knowledge, skills, and abilities. Beginning with the identification of a market gap, founders specify their vision for the opportunity, establish and shape an organization to pursue the opportunity, the lead the effort to exploit it. Founders have an
interactive relationship with market gap and the opportunity it presents, and their value contribution is closely linked to their ability to drive the creative process. Before making an investment, VCs must evaluate the venture and the founder’s ability drive its success, which will be examined next.

**Venture Investment Decision-Making**

Since the assessment of founders is being made as part of a larger investment decision-making process, it may be useful to outline that larger process. Because not all investors are alike and there may be differences in processes or criteria, an overview of research into VC typologies will set the stage for more detailed discussion of investment decision-making. All told, at least four dozen peer-reviewed studies have investigated the venture capital decision-making process and the criteria used for selecting investments, though a comprehensively exhaustive count with broad inclusion criteria would probably place the number over 100 (see Table 1 for a selection of the most frequently cited studies). Nine studies have been cited over 1000 times (Baum & Silverman, 2004; Bygrave & Timmons, 1992; Colombo & Grilli, 2005; Cooper et al. 1994; Fried & Hisrich, 1994; Gorman & Sahlman, 1989; Kaplan & Strömberg, 2004, MacMillan et al., 1985; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984) and another ten cited at least 500 times (Beckman et al., 2007; Dimov & Shepherd, 2005; Feeser & Willard, 1990; Hall & Hofer, 1993; MacMillan et al., 1987; Muzyka et al., 1996; Shepherd, 1999; Zacharakis & Meyer, 1998, 2000; Zacharakis & Shepherd, 2001). Together, these studies form the backbone of established knowledge in investment selection process and criteria.
# Table 1

Widely Cited Investment Selection Decision-Making and Criteria Research Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Cites</th>
<th>Cites/year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Journal/Volume/Publication Details</td>
<td>DOI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zacharakis &amp; Shepherd</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>The nature of information and overconfidence on venture capitalists’ decision making.</td>
<td><em>Journal of Business Venturing</em>, 16, 311–333</td>
<td>617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzyka, Birley &amp; Leleux</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Trade-offs in the investment decisions of</td>
<td></td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Impact Factor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European venture capitalists.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franke, Gruber, Harhoff &amp;</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henkel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What you are is what you</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>like-similarity biases in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venture capitalists’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluations of start-up teams.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Business Venturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11, 273–287.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Robbie &amp; Ennew</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venture capitalists and serial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entrepreneurs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Business Venturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12(3), 227-249.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaplan, Sensoy &amp; Strömberg</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should investors bet on the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jockey or the horse?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence from the evolution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of firms from early business</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plans to public companies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Finance, 64, 75–115.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timmons, Muzyka, Stevenson &amp;</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bygrave</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity recognition: the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>core of entrepreneurship.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontiers of Entrepreneurship Research, 7(2) 109-123.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riquelme &amp; Rickards</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid conjoint analysis: An</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>estimation probe in new</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venture decisions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Business Venturing</td>
<td>7(6), 505-518.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging strategies in the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venture capital industry.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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Despite this expansive set of research, any overarching decision model is inevitably relatively simplistic and descriptive rather than theoretical and rigorous given the variation in practice across VC firms (Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984). One of the earliest studies focusing squarely on venture capital (Wells, 1974) identified a six-step process which was essentially replicated by other early investigations (see Table 2), the main differences being the point at which researchers considered the process over. Whereas Wells (1974) considers the process through the point of exit, Fried & Hisrich (1994) end their process analysis at the point of deal closing and Tyebjee & Bruno (1984) fall in between, including post-investment activities but not explicitly including exit. Even after decades of additional research, models of VCs’ decision-making process are strikingly similar and generally have five or six steps. This is somewhat surprising given the range of starting and stopping points under consideration. For example, Klonowski (2018) documents the entire VC value chain from fund formation (which is, strictly speaking, not a part of investment selection) to exit in six steps (see Figure 1). Others focus more narrowly on the deal selection process — Klonowski’s steps 2, 3, and 4 — and nonetheless often end up with a similar number of steps. A notable exception is Zacharakis (2010), who uses information processing theory to develop a four-stage model of investment decision-making, consisting of (a) origination, (b) screening, (c) evaluation, and (d) negotiation. However, the number of steps, which is an outcome of the researcher’s cognitive “chunking” (Miller, 1956), is less interesting than the perspective used when analyzing the decision-making process.
Table 2

Venture Capital Decision Making Process: Early Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Exploring opportunities</td>
<td>1) Deal origination</td>
<td>1) Origination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Screening proposals</td>
<td>2) Deal screening</td>
<td>2) VC firm-specific screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Evaluation</td>
<td>3) Deal evaluation</td>
<td>4) First-phase evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Meetings and follow up</td>
<td>4) Deal structuring</td>
<td>5) Second-phase evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Dealing with operations</td>
<td>5) Post-investment activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Cashing out of ventures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1

The Venture Capital Value Chain (Klonowski, 2018)

Investment Selection When the Focus is Identification of Market Gaps

While the reported number of steps has remained relatively consistent, it is not an indication that researchers have learned little about the process. Rather than debating or refining the steps, advances often take the form of “drilling down” into the process. For example, Fried & Hisrich (1994) identify that deal screening often has two stages, (a) an initial screen to sort for
opportunities that meet VC firm-specific criteria (e.g., technology space), and (b) for those that pass the first, a second screen based on standard evaluation criteria. They also parse deal evaluation into two phases: the first to determine whether the venture warrants serious interest; the second to identify obstacles to investment and how to overcome them. Other research has more closely examined the characteristics of established steps. For example, the VCs in Hall and Hofer’s (1993) study took an average of less than six minutes to decide whether to advance a potential investment beyond the initial screen — Tyebjee & Bruno’s (1984) “Step 2.” Total time spent on evaluating a potential investment was less than 21 minutes. Through such studies, researchers have revealed quite a bit about how VCs evaluate investments.

Such studies treat the entrepreneur as an object in the process, not a party to it, which is consistent with the view that entrepreneurs are discoverers of market gaps. Even as the scope of research inquiry was broadened, the limited role of the entrepreneur was not. For example, consider the effect of networks in the VC community on the decision-making process. It has been shown that in well-developed VC communities, it is not uncommon for VCs to refer prospects to other VCs, across every stage of the process. Such referrals can be part of either a “no” (e.g., “no, but try this other VC firm) or a “yes” (e.g., “we’re in, and we want to see if this other VC firm will co-invest”). Hall and Hofer (1993) document that the source of an investment opportunity can affect the level of initial interest in it and shape its evaluation. In other words, a prospect that is referred by a trusted VC colleague will be treated differently from a prospect that is a “cold” submission. This is an important insight, but the venture, and by extension the entrepreneur, appear to have at best only a limited role in the process. They are commodities exchanged among investors.
Such treatment of entrepreneurs as an object in the entrepreneurship process has been a useful research lens. For example, a great deal has been learned about how investment selection varies regionally by focusing exclusively on the VC’s decision-making process. Researchers have found important differences across regions depending on the nature of regional equity markets and their VC communities. Perhaps the clearest case is India, where Silva (2004) has shown that the sequential steps commonly observed in other regions are more interactive, occurring sometimes simultaneously. Moreover, the advantages of a narrow consideration of entrepreneurs is not limited to international studies and comparisons. For example, it continues to provide US researchers with a useful frame for understanding investment decision making. Recently, Ewens et al. (2018) discuss how falling cloud computing costs have lowered the cost of development and spurred a more experimental approach among some VCs — putting in less money across more ventures and letting results speak for themselves. This finding suggests a lowering of the screening hurdles accompanied by a more hands-off relationship with ventures — meaning less practical guidance and support. It is a useful insight, but as is typical of research employing the discovery view, the entrepreneurs have no role in the finding.

**Investment Selection When the Entrepreneurial Process Matters**

As recognition grew that founders factor into the entrepreneurial process in important ways, the assessment criteria began to include a broader array of human factors. Operational factors including skills and behaviors gain prominence alongside the more established traits associated with the identification of market gaps. An early indication of this more expansive view was Baum and Silverman’s (2004) finding that VCs engage in both “scouting” and “coaching” of ventures — the former tied to the identification of market gaps and the latter tied
to a more process-oriented view of entrepreneurship. As the entrepreneur’s role became more central to theories of venture selection and performance, researchers began to investigate the investor-founder dyad from a variety of perspectives, including governance (e.g., Jolink & Niesten, 2016), contracting and negotiations (e.g., Kaplan & Strömberg, 2004; Lim & Cu, 2012; Payne et al., 2009), relationships (e.g., Bernstein et al., 2016; Khanin & Turel, 2015;Leece et al., 2012; Panda & Dash, 2016), and social networks (Lim & Cu, 2012). Still others examine business traits (for example, Balen et al., 2019), and who gets how much funding, looking at differential outcomes by founder.

**Investment Selection Criteria**

The roots of this line of inquiry are some of the early studies that contributed to the formalization of the field of entrepreneurship (Bruno & Tyebjee, 1985; Gorman & Sahlman, 1989; MacMillan et al., 1985, 1987; Poindexter, 1976; Robinson, 1987; Timmons et al., 1987; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984; Wells, 1974). These pioneering studies revealed that investors consider characteristics of the founder to be a vital element in the selection decision. However, as is typical in such pioneering studies, these were necessarily relatively atheoretical exercises intended to establish the landscape of issues — a necessary bit of empirical fact-finding (Hambrick, 2007; Locke, 2007) before proper models could be built and theories tested. On the heels of these foundational studies and continuing to this day have been research studies to specify and validate the criteria within each category, a task made harder by the fact that there is extensive use of gut feeling in VCs’ decision-making (Levie & Gimmon, 2008) and that the criteria investors espouse may not match the criteria they actually use (Levie & Gimmon, 2008; Shepherd, 1999; Zacharakis & Meyer, 1998).
In the first widely circulated published study on investment selection criteria, Tyebjee and Bruno (1984) identified 23 deal characteristics which factored into five underlying dimensions: (a) market attractiveness (size, growth, and access to customers); (b) product differentiation (uniqueness, patents, technical edge, profit margin); (c) managerial capabilities (skills in marketing, management, finance and the references of the entrepreneur); (d) cash-out potential (future opportunities to realize capital gains by merger, acquisition or public offering) ; and (e) environmental threat resistance (technology life cycle, barriers to competitive entry, insensitivity to business cycles and down-side risk protection). Across 35 years of research into investment selection, studies have confirmed the landscape of criteria, though generally market and competitive criteria are clustered together, leading to a broad consensus around four main categories (Smart, 1999), shown in Table 3, that can be summarized as (a) entrepreneur/team capabilities, (b) product/service attractiveness, (c) market/competitive conditions, and (d) potential returns if venture is successful. Of course, there are exceptions. For example, Hisrich and Jankowicz (1990) combined product/service and market/competition considerations into a single category and reported three categories: management, unique opportunity, and appropriate return. Some researchers in the 1990s began identifying how VCs’ perspectives are part of the selection process, noting for example that investment decisions can be influenced by requirements of the VC firm and the characteristics of the deal (Hall & Hofer, 1993; Muzyka et al., 1996).

Despite broad agreement on selection criteria categories and years of research into specific criteria, VCs are not particularly satisfied with their ability to assess venture human factors in a manner that predicts venture performance (Graves & Ringuest, 2018). Opportunities
Table 3

*Four Factor Model of the Venture Capitalist Investment Decision (Smart, 1999)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneur(s)</td>
<td>Characteristics of the people in the venture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ability to work hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Experience in target industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product (or Service)</td>
<td>Characteristics of the venture’s product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Patents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>Factors external to the venture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Industry attractiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Industry trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Macroeconomic outlook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money</td>
<td>Factors associated with the venture’s financial position and outlook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Capital requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cash flow, balance sheet, income statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Return: Payback/IRR/NPV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to advance what is known about selection criteria undoubtedly exist in every category, but three considerations suggest it is particularly worthwhile to examine more closely the role that human factors play in investment selection decisions. First, a better understanding of the role of human factors in investment decisions and venture performance is likely to offer greater benefit than improvements in the other categories, given the reported primacy of founder/management team criteria in the selection process (e.g., Bachher & Guild, 1996; Cohen & Dean, 2005; De León & Guild, 2003; Drover et al., 2017; Ebbers & Wijnberg, 2012; Franke et al., 2008; Gorman & Sahlman, 1989; Kaplan et al., 2009; Ko & McKelvie, 2018; MacMillan et al., 1985; Muzyka et al., 1996; Poindexter, 1976; Sahlman, 1997; Shepherd, 1999; Silva, 2004; Smart, 1999; Spence, 1974; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1981; Wells, 1974). Second, there is broad agreement that assessing
founders is particularly difficult for VCs (Kozmetsky et al., 1985; Levie & Gimmon, 2008; Smart, 1999; Zacharakis & Meyer, 1998) and that more research is needed (Barney et al., 2001, p. 634; Levie & Gimmon, 2008; Riquelme & Watson, 2002, p. 395; Smart, 1999, p. 72). Third, although there have undoubtedly been evolutions in how products, markets, and finances are evaluated in entrepreneurial settings over the years, more than any other category, the role of founder characteristics have been directly and sharply influenced by the rise of the process-oriented perspective of entrepreneurship.

**Founder Assessment When the Focus is Identification of Market Gap**

Early investigation into the criteria used by professional investors to assess founders was built primarily on two foundational areas of entrepreneurship research: the searches for the entrepreneurial personality and for the drivers of venture performance. The study of entrepreneurs’ personality has long been a central focus in the field of entrepreneurial research (Herron & Robinson, 1993), particularly among researchers with a psychology or behavioral science background. The focus is on stable psychological characteristics or *traits* associated with taking entrepreneurial actions. Researchers with an economics background generally turned to the economic notion of *human capital* — the knowledge, skills, and abilities residing within and used by individuals that drive improvements in cognitive ability, which leads to greater success in their pursuits (Becker, 1993; Schultz, 1961).

Venture capital investments come after the market gap has already been discovered, so investment selection is based on the premise that the founder is driving a straightforward process of exploitation. Selection is a matter of assessing for the personality, education, and work
experience associated with building a venture to fill the identified market need, and both personality and human capital models have been the basis for research into investment selection.

**The Entrepreneurial Personality.** Personality’s role in the modern era of entrepreneurship traces back to at least McClelland (1961), who highlights the association between achievement orientation and entrepreneurial behavior, since individuals who are high in need for achievement tend to exploit entrepreneurial opportunities (McClelland, 1965; Miner et al., 1989; Rauch & Frese, 2007) and perform better in entrepreneurial activities (Lee & Tsang, 2001). Since then a range of psychological traits has been explored for their relationship with entrepreneurial action, including but not limited to, self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977, 1986, 2012; Rauch & Frese, 2007), locus of control (Paulhus & Van Selst, 1990; Phares, 1976; Rauch & Frese, 2007, Rotter, 1966), narcissism (Campbell & Miller, 2011; Smith et al., 2016), Machiavellianism (Castille et al., 2017; Christie & Geis, 1970), psychopathy (Jonason & Jackson, 2016), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (see, e.g., Wiklund et al., 2016), stress tolerance (Rauch & Frese, 2007) and desire for autonomy (Brandstätter, 1997; Cromie, 2000; Rauch & Frese, 2007; Shane, 2003; van Gelderen, 2016; van Gelderen & Jansen, 2006).

**Personality as Assessment Criterion.** Although such personality associations may be of some use to a potential investor, the personality traits associated with leading a venture to its full scale may not be the same ones that affect the decision to become an entrepreneur in the first place. By the time outside investors are involved, the raw market gap has already been identified, so if an entrepreneur’s job is primarily spotting the market opportunity, then the emphasis of assessment falls naturally to founder traits associated with the ability to execute a business plan for monetizing it. For example, Robinson (1987) identified a number of selection criteria, the
three most important being expressly related to the founder: personal motivation, organizational/managerial skills, and executive managerial experience. From this perspective, entrepreneurship is essentially just a form of work, where the key input is labor hours (Lee, 2019) and the traits that matter are those that align with work characteristics (Holland, 1973; Vinchur et al., 1998). Researchers and professional investors viewing entrepreneurs through this frame are unlikely to raise factors such as creativity, problem solving, and leadership. Even recently, researchers are still using laundry lists of characteristics to reveal the importance of essentially the same set of desirable founder traits (e.g., Dhochak & Sharma, 2016).

Out of a general pursuit of the individual differences that are associated with entrepreneurial tendencies and performance arose trait-based inquiries into founder assessment for investment decision-making. For example, an individual’s risk tolerance was central to entrepreneurship’s first formal theory (Cantillon, 2010; see commentary in Palich & Bagby, 1995) and continues to be of interest (Bouchouicha & Vieider, 2019; Hvide & Panos, 2014; Jackson et al., 1972; Kim & Noh, 2016; Kirzner, 1973; Leibenstien, 1968; McGrath et al., 1992). The rationale is that entrepreneurship involves dealing with less structured situations embodying greater uncertainty (Bearse, 1982). Moreover, compared to managers in a hierarchy, entrepreneurs bear significantly more responsibility for the decisions they make (Gasse, 1982; Kilby, 1971; Knight, 1921). So assessing founders’ risk tolerance prior to making an investment decision would be a logical extension of proven factors (Rauch & Frese, 2007; Stewart & Roth, 2004).

Other personality traits shown to be associated with venture performance are also natural criteria to consider in the investment selection process. A number of researchers have looked at
the relationship between entrepreneurship and the Big Five personality traits (namely, openness to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism; see Zhao et al., 2010, for a meta-analytic review). For example, Ciavarella et al (2004) found conscientiousness to be positively related to venture survival, while openness to experience was negatively related. Relationships with extraversion, neuroticism, and agreeableness were not demonstrable. However, a consensus has not been reached. Some expect that entrepreneurs should tend to be more extraverted than non-entrepreneurs since extraverts should be more likely to exploit entrepreneurial opportunities (Cooper et al., 1988; Wooten et al., 1999) and should be better at acquiring and organizing resources (Burke et al., 2000). Taking a different research approach, Zhao and Seibert (2006) examined the effect of personality on entrepreneurial status based on 23 separate studies. Compared to managers, entrepreneurs scored higher on openness to experience, conscientiousness, and emotional stability (the positive end of the neuroticism scale) and lower on agreeableness. Extraversion again failed to demonstrate a significant effect.

Whereas some have found personality traits to be important predictors of venture performance (Caliendo & Kritikos, 2008; Hornaday & Aboud, 1971; Taormina & Lao, 2007; Zhao et al., 2010), others have found the effects of personality have been somewhat weak in explaining either venture success or investment selection (Baum et al., 2001; Begley & Boyd, 1987; Low & MacMillan, 1988). This may be at least in part driven by the fact that any meaningful differences apply first and foremost to the decision to pursue an entrepreneurial path (e.g., Ahmed, 1985; Begley & Boyd, 1987; Carland et al., 1995; Stewart & Roth, 2001; Stewart et al., 1999), leaving little variation in trait by the time outside investment is sought and thereby sapping the potential explanatory power of the trait. Meta-analyses have been employed with
some success in detecting small but important relationships (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004) that might be missed in individual studies if they are statistically underpowered (Tett et al., 1991). Such studies have shown that there are small but significant differences between entrepreneurs and managers when it comes to the Big Five dimensions of Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, Openness to Experience (Zhao & Seibert, 2006; there was no observable difference in Extraversion), as well as Achievement Orientation (Zhao & Seibert, 2006) and Risk-Taking (Stewart & Roth, 2001, 2004; Zhao & Seibert, 2006). Small effect sizes may account for the limited direct use of personality traits in investment selection, since for professional investors who may not be well-suited to making such assessments, the effort to make them may not be worth the incremental insight they might provide.

It may also be the case that whether and how traits matter may depend on the characteristics of the venture context (Sandberg & Hofer, 1987). For example, it appears that risk-taking may be a double-edged sword. It is positively related to the exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities (Caliendo et al., 2009; Stewart & Roth, 2001) but negatively related to venture performance (Miner et al., 1989) due to an increased propensity to take unnecessary risks. Similarly, the desire for independence is positively related to the starting of new businesses (Hills & Welsch, 1986) but decreases their survival rate (Cooper et al., 1988). The drive to get out from someone else’s control, it turns out, is apparently not related to identifying a promising opportunity or being able to capitalize on one. In summary, looking for trait predictors has its limitations.

Some researchers question the role of personality in entrepreneurship altogether. Gartner (1985), for example, argues that there is no single “type” of entrepreneur and that, as a group,
they are highly heterogeneous — a proposition supported by certain recent advances, for example, in the identification of three different types of entrepreneurial passion (Cardon et al., 2009, 2017; Mueller et al., 2017). If there is not a common profile, then it is unlikely that there would be common predictors. If there is not an “average entrepreneur” then the average personality profile cannot be determined. Shortcomings such as this have led some to conclude that personality-based descriptive studies have nothing to offer to entrepreneurship theory development (Low & McMillan, 1988, p. 148) and others to suggest that the search for effects of personality and other individual differences be discontinued altogether in entrepreneurship research (e.g., Aldrich et al., 2020).

**Human Capital.** The current study focuses on the role of human factors – the full range of individual differences and characteristics – in investment selection. In addition to personality – a subset of individual traits – a second theoretical basis for assessing human factors in investor selection research is economics construct of human capital. Studies looking at firm performance broadly (i.e., outside the entrepreneurial sphere) have showed human capital to be a direct antecedent of firm performance (e.g., Hitt et al., 2001; Jiang et al., 2012). Perhaps not surprisingly, then, the construct is widely employed in entrepreneurship research as well (Martin et al., 2013; Unger et al., 2011) and is associated with an individual’s ability to establish a new venture and drive its early performance (Ardichvili et al., 2003; Chell, 2013; Colombo & Grilli, 2005; Davidsson & Honig, 2003; Dimov, 2010, 2017; Shane, 2000), so it is an avenue whose application to investment selection is more fitting than personality-based approaches.

Early stage ventures usually face tremendous uncertainty with relatively few tangible assets, making them a risky investment. As a result, the knowledge, skills, and abilities of the
venture team are often the main source of competitive advantage (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Colombo & Grilli, 2005; Cooper et al., 1994; Feeser & Willard, 1990, Haynes & Hillman, 2010). Founders play an especially pivotal role in venture success, integrating and coordinating the venture team (Colombo & Grilli, 2010), making key capital and technology decisions (Porter & Ketels, 2003), and driving product and process innovation (Casson, 2005; De Cock et al., 2020; Teece & Pisano, 1994) to name just a few of their unique and vital contributions. As a result, entrepreneurship scholars have often turned to human capital theory as a precursor to venture success (Bae et al., 2014; Davidsson & Honig, 2003; Lee, 2019; Martin et al., 2013; Unger et al., 2011).

To the extent that the entrepreneur’s primary role is the spotting of market gaps, ventures exist to exploit the opportunities that entrepreneurs have already discovered, and an entrepreneur’s human capital can serve this exploitation in at least three ways set forth by Cooper et al. (1994). First, it can offset insufficient financial resources which constrain many new ventures (Chandler & Hanks, 1998; Kato et al., 2015). Second, it can aid the development of social capital (Mosey & Wright, 2007) and skills (Baron & Markman, 2000) which are vital to venture success (Semrau & Werner, 2014). Third, it shapes venture strategy, which in turn is associated with venture success (Baum et al., 2001; Knight, 2001). Because it is widely seen as a useful predictor of venture performance, founder human capital is seen as an important criterion for the investment selection process (Baum & Silverman, 2004; MacMillan et al., 1987).

**Human Capital as Assessment Criteria.** The human capital construct has been widely adopted among entrepreneurship researchers, including those examining VC investment selection. When evaluating the prospective performance of ventures under consideration for
investment, VCs most often cite human capital as a criterion they consider (Zacharakis & Meyer, 2000). When individual investors gather into firms, they develop firm-wide selection processes, and these, too, place a heavy emphasis on the human capital of the founders (Streletzki & Schulte, 2013b). In the realm of founder characteristics influencing VC investment decisions, human capital plays a vital part in Smart’s (1999) four-factor model (Table 3) which he crafted from an integration of prior research (i.e., Dubini, 1989; Kozmetsky et al., 1985; Roure & Keeley, 1990; MacMillan et al., 1985). Scholarship has widely supported the view that founders’ education and experience are the single biggest factor in investment decisions (Baum & Silverman, 2004; Beckman et al., 2007; Kaplan et al., 2009; Zacharakis & Meyer, 2000), and scholarly attention on human capital as a selection criteria centers on education and experience (Streletzki & Schulte, 2013a).

**Limitations of human capital as criteria.** Advances notwithstanding, human capital is a fairly narrow view of founder contribution to and value creation in new ventures and its limitations are becoming increasingly evident. It is, according to Becker (1993), an account of past individual investments (e.g., education and experience) and of individual resources that can be drawn upon (e.g., the ability and willingness to work long hours). However, the theory does not specify the mechanism through with human capital is translated into venture performance. Several mechanisms have been proffered, including path dependence, imperfect strategic factor markets, and appropriability (Crook et al., 2011), but such mechanisms leave the entrepreneur as just a pawn in a market or process which does little to advance an understanding of the human factors that actually drive venture success (Lee, 2019; Unger et al., 2011).
Insufficient understanding of the mechanisms by which entrepreneurs shape the success of the ventures they lead limits how much human capital, an antecedent, can tell us about venture performance, a distal consequence. This inherently limits the value that human capital has as selection criteria. For example, Streletzki and Schulte (2013b) show that, in terms of exit performance, founder teams without technically experienced members outperform founder teams that include at least one founder with technical working experience — a somewhat counterintuitive finding. However, founders are doing much more than working on the technology, and without a behavioral mechanism model to test, it is impossible to interpret this result. The mechanisms linking human capital to venture performance have the potential to explain such counterintuitive results by surfacing the confounds arising from multiple simultaneous chains of causality. For example, Bertoni and colleagues (2019) identify that human capital has both a wealth and a capability effect. Each is part of a larger mechanism linking human capital to venture performance. Neither treats the entrepreneur as a minor actor in the venture’s story.

Some researchers respond to the limitations of the human capital view in a different way, arguing that human factors are a red herring, and that the business rather than the founder is really more important to success (Kaplan et al., 2009). While the consensus view that human factors are paramount certainly might be wrong, it might also simply be that the human capital construct and its application are insufficient for advancing the science of founder selection criteria.

**Moving Beyond Human Capital.** Founder contributions to their ventures go well beyond those arising from their accumulated experience. As the process-oriented view of
entrepreneurship gained influence, founder generative capabilities gained recognition. For example, Muzyka et al. (1996) found that the most important in VCs’ evaluations of venture proposals are: (a) the leadership potential of the lead entrepreneur (a creation criterion); (b) the leadership potential of the management team (a creation criteria); and (c) the team’s industry expertise (a discovery criteria). In addition to past accomplishments, factors affecting how the venture team would shape the opportunity and its exploitation have become an increasingly common part of the discussion (e.g., Tzabbar & Margolis, 2017), with some arguing outright for a more forward-looking process-oriented approach to understanding venture performance (Appelhoff et al., 2016).

Some researchers, sticking close to economic theory, see the mismatch between human capital theory and investor practice as evidence that investors are either making suboptimal decisions (e.g., Levie & Gimmon, 2008) or suffer from disparities between espoused theories and theories in use (e.g., Anderson, 1997; Argyris & Schon, 1974; Savaya & Gardner, 2012). Others (e.g., Dimov, 2017; Marvel et al., 2016), call for a broad reconsideration of how human capital theory is used in entrepreneurship research.

**Human Capital Outcomes.** The widespread use of the human capital construct has anchored inquiry into the human factors driving venture performance and therefore selection criteria. However, as an anchor, it has also tied the field to its relatively narrow view of the human factors driving venture performance. As researchers began to take a more process-oriented view of entrepreneurship and to look for the founder characteristics that would be associated with successfully shaping and exploiting opportunities, human capital anchored them in place. For example, consider Zacharakis and Meyer’s (2000) inclusion of “leadership ability”
in their criteria set. As phrased, it is a prospective ability consistent with a process-oriented view of entrepreneurship where founders shape the raw market gap into a business opportunity (i.e., they could have used “leadership experience” which would have been more consistent with the resource accumulation mindset of human capital). However, rather than tapping into the leadership literature to define it as a prospective ability, they describe it as “average number of years of management experience” (p. 336) for the venture team. The label suggests a recognition that the prospective ability was potentially important, but the metric assigned was of the established resource-based view variety. Moreover, among leadership experts, there are important differences between leadership and management (Kniffin et al., 2020; Kotter, 1991), and still further, an association between years of experience and leadership ability is, at best, questionable (for example, see Edelman & van Knippenberg, 2018; Fiedler, 1970, 1972).

Others (e.g., Marvel et al., 2016) make a distinction first raised by Unger et al. (2011) and label the generative human factors (i.e., knowledge, skills, and abilities) arising from the accumulation of human capital as “Human Capital Outcomes,” which affords room to push the boundaries about what is known about the founder characteristics that affect venture performance and investment selection while still honoring the role of human capital’s more narrow definition. This distinction exemplifies the transition from the broad and readily measurable criteria associated with exploiting a well-defined market gap to prospective criteria that are associated with creating and shaping a high-value and robust business opportunity.

Dimov (2017) argues that, “the time has come to acknowledge the limits of the capital analogy and consider that the human application deals with different dimensions” (p. 223) and makes a case for revising the use of human capital in entrepreneurship towards a more
qualitative and configurational frame, one that would appreciate individually complex cases while also affording analysis across cases. However, it is important to note that the discussion he proposes is still framed by and labelled as “human capital” even though the indicators he refers to include examples of prospective, generative, and opportunity creation-oriented factors that have stretched the envelope of human capital. That the criteria used to evaluate founders expanded beyond the strict application of the original human capital theory to include criteria that are more prospective and behavioral was a signal that investors and scholars were giving more consideration to the mechanisms underlying entrepreneurial activity — what founders do and how they do it. The next section describes such advances in greater detail.

**Founder Assessment When the Entrepreneurial Process Matters**

With interest growing in how entrepreneurs nurture and develop opportunities, researchers have increasingly been examining traits tied to the mechanisms of venture performance (Ferreira et al., 2019). Whereas early investigations into personality focused on who discovers opportunities and decides to make a go at exploiting them, a second avenue of investigation opened up as some began to look for the personality traits that indicate how entrepreneurs go about exploiting opportunities – turning an identified market gap into a profitable business. Viewed through this lens, the founder is not just a venture manager, but is the leader of the effort to shape the opportunity while at the same time leading the development of the organization and technology that will exploit it. Founders have a much more expansive, generative role when viewed through this lens, and as this view gained support, broader questions were asked about how founders shape not only venture performance, but also the
opportunity itself. An implication of this point of view is that receiving outside investment marks an escalation of the entrepreneurial process, not an end to it.

Building on what has been learned about the association between pre-entry founder characteristics and venture success, there has been growing interest in the characteristics shaping founder behavior once the venture is underway (Caliendo & Kritikos, 2012). Though growing, compared to the vast literature on pre-entry characteristics like personality and human capital, the amount of research into post-entry behaviors and characteristics is relatively small (Lee, 2019), which is noteworthy given the frequency with which “the ability to work long hours” is cited as a selection criterion and in light of the tremendous amount of work that founders do (Wincent & Örtqvist, 2009). So, it is acknowledged that founders have to spend a lot of time working on the venture, but there is relatively little known about what they are actually doing during that time. Moreover, in this process-oriented view of entrepreneurship, the founder’s work contribution might be the primary driver of venture performance (Davidsson & Honig, 2003). So it seems reasonable to expect that founder characteristics affecting the execution of entrepreneurial tasks would be important drivers of venture performance and thereby investor selection.

This more forward-looking and behavioral view of founder contribution has been gaining ground. Unlike the asset-like criterion discussed in the previous section that is essentially an accounting of what the founder has done previously, this process-oriented view stimulates thinking about criteria relating to what the founder will do in the future. For example, proactivity, the desire to shape one’s environment (Crant, 1996) through initiative-taking behavior (Fay & Frese, 2001), has been argued by Rauch and Frese (2007) to be vital for
entrepreneurs. Certainly, the evidence for these can and should be drawn from the founder’s past, but the characteristics themselves are about what lies ahead. Similarly, in contrast to prior studies highlighting some interpretation of human capital, Carlos Nunes et al. (2014) find that VCs are looking for venture teams that are (a) hard working, (b) good at delegating, (c) think strategically and have a vision for the venture, and (d) understand the technology and market. Contrast these traits with resources such as years of experience or years of education, which also are evidenced from history, but which do not imply anything about founder behavior in the execution of entrepreneurial tasks. Venture capitalists seem to learn to appreciate a forward-looking behavioral assessment of founders, since Franke et al. (2006) have shown that while inexperienced VCs tend to focus on the historical qualifications of individual members of the venture team, experienced VCs are more interested in team cohesion – a factor critical to future team performance.

**Operational Perspective of Entrepreneurship.** Increasingly researchers are integrating theories that span entrepreneurship, management, and behavioral science to delve into the behaviors and mechanisms of entrepreneurial action. For example, De Cock et al. (2020) use the lean start-up method (LSM) as a frame for understanding the operational contributions of founders. Founders employing LSM will establish a rapid learning cycle by entering their markets with a minimally viable product, fail cheaply and quickly, and revise their offerings and business models across many small iterations (Blank, 2013; Ries, 2011; Vogel, 2017). LSM emphasizes experimentation as a way to manage the uncertainty and complexity that founders face. When ventures rapidly prototype and deploy offers it shapes the investment decision process in at least two ways. First, it affords ventures the chance to score early “wins” which
helps establish the viability of the venture. Second, LSM’s well-organized and -conducted market tests demonstrate vital market development skills which professional investors tend to value highly. Although De Cock et al. (2020) do not go into detail about the management team and skills required to implement LSM, their research is a clear step towards an operational assessment of founders and the mechanisms underlying success. LSM and other operational viewpoints are beginning to highlight founder contributions in new ways that will point the way to a better understanding of the founder criteria that investors should apply when selecting investments.

**Traits Associated with Post-Entry Behavior.** In the past decade, scholars have been advancing theories with a greater focus on what entrepreneurs are doing in the course of leading the ventures they launch (Ferreira et al., 2019), though the roots of such operational inquiry go back much further. Schumpeter (1934) describes entrepreneurs as creative, which points to a trait—creativity—that not only helps entrepreneurs in the discovery of opportunities but also is vital to the problem-solving required to lead ventures in the exploitation of them (Ensley et al., 2002). Creativity’s close conceptual cousin “innovativeness” (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Drucker, 1985, 1998, 2002, 2014) also has implications for both the discovery and creation views (Heunks, 1998; Rauch & Frese, 2007) being shown to be related to venture success (Baum & Silverman, 2004).

The shift in view is noticeable across many traits: in the discovery view, traits are discussed in terms of how they affect an entrepreneur’s ability to spot an opportunity and willingness to pursue its exploitation, but in the creation view they are discussed in terms of how they affect the exploitation and shaping of the opportunity. Confidence, which helps a person
decide to become an entrepreneur (Cardon & Kirk, 2015) can also be discussed in terms of its
effect on a founder’s capacity to make risky decisions throughout a venture’s life (Cardon &
Kirk, 2015; Sirmon et al., 2011). An entrepreneur’s social capital, a common discovery-oriented
criterion, takes on additional meaning once the venture is underway, affecting the founder’s
ability to attract talent and other resources and driving venture success (Mosey & Wright, 2007).
While persistence (Bandura, 1991) is an asset in entrepreneurship generally (Audia et al. 2000;
Cardon & Kirk, 2015; Poon et al., 2006; Shane et al., 2003; Utsch et al., 1999), the challenge of
overcoming operational and strategic obstacles once a venture is funded gives persistent founders
an edge (Carter et al., 1996; Markman et al., 2005; Timmons & Spinelli, 2009; Wu & Dagher,
2007). Self-efficacy (Bandura, 1991), a potential driver of persistence (Multon & Brown, 1991;
Shane et al., 2003), not only has a broad role in entrepreneurship (De Noble et al., 1999), but
plays a particularly important part in the operational challenges of shaping an opportunity over
months or years (Cardon & Kirk, 2015; Shane et al., 2003).

Besides seeing old traits in a new light, the process-oriented view draws attention to
additional traits whose importance manifests only once the venture is underway. An important
example of this is a person’s orientation toward self-development and learning (Chell, 2013).
Human capital criteria capture learning achievements, but that is not the same thing (Crook et al.,
2011). Founders are continuously encountering new information about the market, technology,
and potential customers — information that should shape the offering, the organization, and their
own understanding of opportunity (Collins, 2009; Morris et al., 2005; Shir et al., 2019; Vera &
Rodriguez-Lopez, 2004). So self-development and learning are vital to LSM and venture
performance in general. Some VCs place a priority on mentoring the venture management teams
in their portfolio (Baum & Silverman, 2004; MacMillan et al., 1985, 1987; Maxwell et al., 2011; Mitteness et al., 2012; Sapienza, 1992), but even those that do not should appreciate that founders open to self-development and learning will be easier to work with and more successful (Baum & Silverman, 2004; Mitteness et al., 2012). An indication of the value that comes from the learning associated with operational experience is evidence that founders with at least one start up in their history are more successful than first-timers (Box et al., 1994; Florin, 2005; Lerner et al., 1997) and that VCs weigh such experience heavily in their investment decision-making (Streletzki & Schulte, 2013b).

Regardless of whether a market gap was discovered by a single person, most contemporary ventures are brought to fruition by two or more founders (Carland et al., 1984; Wasserman, 2012), and researchers are identifying the characteristics of teams and team members that are associated with venture success (Franke et al., 2008; Zhou & Rosini, 2015). For example, teams high in the personality trait of openness to experience are more able to question existing assumptions about the opportunity, develop new perspectives, and modify what they are doing (Judge et al., 2002). Recently, such openness-oriented teams have been shown to be associated with more creative and unconventional organizational cultures (Zhou et al., 2015).

Entrepreneurship was once seen as a largely unknowable phenomenon, driven by random events and idiosyncratic individuals (Cardon et al., 2005). Early research added evidence and rigor to the traits commonly held to be true about entrepreneurs, that they are rugged individualists able to spot gaps in the market that no one else sees, and take the risks to pursue them (Kirzner, 1973; Leidenstien, 1968; McGrath et al., 1992). In his synthesis of findings arising from close work with eight entrepreneurs, Kets de Vries (1985) describes how these bold
adventurers can have a ‘dark side’ to their personalities, encompassing a need for control, a sense of distrust, and a desire for applause. It is a view still held by some; however, the spread of start-up communities and the rise of venture capital have made this an increasingly outdated view (Cardon et al., 2005). As Gimeno et al. (1997) point out, today’s entrepreneurs benefit from experience managing managers – hardly the description of garage tinkerers. But, in fact, this is not an entirely new portrait of the entrepreneur. Baumol (1968, 1993) describes founders as both identifiers of market gaps and the leaders who put those ideas into practice. Entrepreneurs who progress beyond the gap-identification stage and into creation are leaders, especially if they have reached the point of seeking outside funding. Researchers have begun viewing founders as leaders, though the surface of this new characterization is just being scratched. It is at this point not clear whether or how professional investors are using leadership criteria as a basis for assessment when making investment decisions. The current study addresses this issue by asking professional investors about who they assess on a venture management team when making an investment decision and what criteria do they use to evaluate them.
Chapter 3: Method

Qualitative case studies often require the researcher to interact with the people and processes associated with the phenomena under investigation. While there may be instances where researchers are able to observe target phenomena from a secret observation post, most case study research requires at a minimum that the people involved be informed of the study. Therefore, researchers are inherently becoming part of the system under study, and there are a range of roles the researcher can play in the course of gathering and analyzing case studies. For example, Stake (1995) identifies five potential roles for case study researchers: teacher, advocate, evaluator, biographer, and interpreter. In some roles, such as Stake’s advocate, the researcher may be somewhat directly involved in the phenomena under observation; in others, the researcher aims to remain an impartial observer. In the proposed study, the researcher aims to maintain primarily an observer role – one akin to Stake’s teacher, a role geared toward promoting the study reader’s “natural human inclination to become educated” (Stake, 1995, p. 92). While the case interview approach to gathering data necessarily involves the researcher’s direct interaction with participants, the goal is to gather data, interpret it, and report it in as objective of a manner as possible.

Grounded Theory

Complementing the case study method is grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 2017), a systematic and inductive approach to understanding complex social processes (Glaser, 1978). Its strength is that affords the researchers and participants that are closest to a phenomenon to tailor how it is studied (Corley, 2015). This “up close” view promotes the emergence of theories grounded directly from data (Simmons, 2011). As such, grounded theory is well-suited for
answering important questions about theoretical contributions like what’s new? And so what? (Gligor et al., 2016; Whetten, 1989). It provides the researcher both with flexibility to be creative and essential guardrails (Walsh et al., 2015). So, it is an apt approach for investigating contemporary investor perspectives on founder selection criteria.

Employing grounded theory entails the use of systematic procedures and techniques for collecting and analyzing qualitative data such as behaviors and field data in the service of developing theories and hypotheses that can be verified (Mello & Flint, 2009). Data are collected, typically in the form of interviews, and analyzed iteratively, allowing subsequent data collection to be shaped by experience and lessons learned. The back-and-forth between data collection and analysis includes substantive coding, which establish theoretical constructs.

**Participants**

Venture capitalists are experienced business professionals who make capital investments in companies in exchange for an equity ownership stake. Because such investments are inherently high risk, venture capital is usually managed through pooling of capital and associated investments. That is, a venture fund is raised from a pool of investors, and the fund then invests in a pool of companies. Venture capitalists manage this process, from the raising of the fund to the selection of companies to receive investment and ultimately to the liquidation of the investment in order to repay investors.

Participants are professional investors with significant experience evaluating early-stage ventures seeking external funding. General Partners at VC firms were targeted for inclusion in the sample. They run their VC firms and make investment decisions, and it is their criteria for selection that is of central interest. Because a convenience sampling process was employed, other
investor types have also been included in the sample, including Venture Partners, who share some of the responsibilities of GPs but on a deal-by-deal basis rather than firm-wide, independent investors, and “Angel” seed fund Partners.

Sample

Convenience sampling has been the most common sampling strategy in venture capital studies because of the challenge of accessing this population (Smart, 1998). Given the large population of hard-to-reach and often socially and professionally connected potential participants, “snowball” sampling is generally considered to be the most appropriate, despite the threats of sampling bias (Babbie, 2016; Goodman, 1961; Rubin & Babbie: 2016). In fact, Stake argues that “sampling by attributes should not be the highest priority. Balance and variety are important; opportunity to learn is of primary importance” (1995, p.6).

Such convenience sampling is consistent with the purposive “theoretical” sampling commonly used in grounded theory (Robson, 2002) in which, “the analyst jointly collects, codes, and analyzes his data and decides what data to collect next and where to find them, in order to develop his theory as it emerges” (Glaser, 1978, p. 36). Both approaches to sampling lead to an emergent rather than intentional distribution of participants, which is appropriate for grounded theory since, “we are not comparing populations, we are comparing ideational characteristics of groups that in turn delineate behavioral and attitudinal patterns” (p. 44). Moreover, regardless of where data collection starts, the iteration between data collection and theory-building steers the sample toward the data needed.

Requests for interviews were sent to a total of 72 prospective participants who were identified with the help of the Center for Entrepreneurship at the Lundquist College of Business
at the University of Oregon (33), a business school professor at the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania (25), a professor at Claremont Graduate University (2), the researcher’s personal network (4), and by asking participants to identify additional prospective interviewees (8). The target number of participants was 20, which is at the high end of sample sizes for similar research studies (Smart, 1999). A total of 16 interviews are included in the analysis, indicating a response rate of 22.2%. To simplify scheduling and language issues, only investors located in the United States were contacted.

**Research Design Overview**

This research employs qualitative data collection and analysis described in more detail in the following sections. First, the method of data collection is described, including descriptions of the trial interviews that refined and validated the interview guide. Primary data collection was accomplished using web-based video conferences between the investigator and participants. The rationale for choosing interviews is provided, along with short descriptions of the logistics involved in arranging the interviews and collecting documentation and other supplementary information. Then, the analysis and synthesis is discussed.

In contrast to many other research methods, the qualitative analysis of interview responses is an iterative process often involving recursively moving from data collection to interpretation and analysis before returning to data collection and moving on to the next case. Decisions to modify the research process are judgment calls and never taken lightly. For example, in the course of interviewing participants, fruitful avenues of investigation varied by participant and the path of questioning correspondingly varied. This is consistent with qualitative research where the researcher may feel that some data are not contributing to the process as
expected and so should be excluded from the analysis (Roberts et al., 2014). Sticking blindly to language developed before interviews are underway does not serve the goal of understanding the phenomenon under investigation.

**Process Overview**

Interaction with participants began with the cultivation of participation. Potential participants were contacted by email to describe the research project and their potential involvement. In some cases, an initial email exchange about the purpose and requirements of the study were conducted to secure participation. Once participation was agreed upon, the participant was emailed a link to an online consent form and the videoconference interview was scheduled. Following the interviews, participants received transcriptions of their interviews for validation. In one case, an interviewee asked for verification of specific phrases in transcript, which was validated by sharing a video clip of the relevant part of the interview. At the completion of the project, participants will receive an executive summary of the project and its findings and may request an additional short summary of how their responses compare to the sample.

**Data-Collection Methods**

Grounded theory can be used on quantitative data, qualitative data, or a combination of both (Glaser, 1978), but like most grounded theory research (Robson, 2002), the study discussed herein relies on participant interviews. Data was collected via videoconference interviews. A videoconference interview guide was piloted with knowledgeable colleagues prior to administering it with participants.

**Videoconference Interview.** Interviews were open-ended conversations centered on the research questions. The aim is to minimize the influence of researcher preconceptions and focus
instead on what is important to the participant (Glaser, 2002; Simmons, 2011). Interviews began with a verbal introduction, time and date “stamp,” a reminder of consent to participate, and a restatement of their consent to allow the interview to be recorded. The researcher reminded each participant of the context. Next, starting with the primary research questions, participants were asked questions intended to surface their general attitude toward human factors in selection, including what characteristics they look for, their confidence in their assessments, and the challenges they experience when evaluating human factors. Consistent with grounded theory development, individual interviews varied according to the topics raised by the interviewee and, in some cases, previous interviewees.

Interviews were conducted using a web-based video conferencing system and were recorded, allowing the researcher to focus on managing the discussion rather than on taking notes. Within 48 hours of conducting the interview, the researcher transcribed and annotated the videoconference recording (transcripts are available upon request). Following data transcription, participants were emailed the transcriptions and given the chance to review their interview data for accuracy (Thomas & Magilvy, 2011). Transcripts were then loaded into a qualitative data analysis software application (NVivo 12) for coding and theme identification.

**Piloting.** Pilot interviews with business professionals were conducted to refine the administrative procedures and interview guide. Specifically, two interviews with knowledgeable non-investors known to the researcher were conducted as a preliminary test of parts of the interview guide and general administrative procedures.

**Document Collection and Supplementary Data.** For contextualization, wherever possible documents such as firm web pages, fund prospectuses, and mission statements were
reviewed, along with participants’ resumes and professional social media (e.g., LinkedIn pages). Online data sources Crunchbase and Pitchbook were used to compile additional background information on interviewees and their firms.

**Participation Incentives.** Participants are wealthy business experts, so monetary incentives were deemed unlikely to have much of a motivational effect. Instead, interviewees will receive an executive summary of the research findings and the option to receive a tailored description of how their responses compare to overall results. This intended to provide real value to the interviewees and is a common form of incentivization in market research and other professional data gathering processes.

**Data Analysis**

Interviews were transcribed using Microsoft’s Word word processing application. Transcription elements were organized into topics and themes using NVivo 12 qualitative software program and Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase thematic analysis. The NVivo 12 software was an integral research tool used for storing and recording this analysis, capturing the emerging themes, and historical log of progress completed.

**NVivo Background.** NVivo 12 is a qualitative research software application from Lumivero (formerly QSR International) and is one of the top analytical applications used by qualitative researchers. Australian computer scientist Tom Richards developed the precursor to NVivo (Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing, Searching and Theorizing; NUD*IST) in 1981 to support the research of social scientist Lyn Richards. The pair formed QSR International in 1995 and released the first version of NVivo in 1999.
**Data Entry and Management.** Transcription of interviews was completed by the researcher personally. Transcribing interviews afforded the chance to reflect on the interview and catch subtleties that may have been missed during the interview itself. The researcher created a Word file for each interview. All files are password protected and saved on the researcher’s desktop computer to which only he has access.

**Analysis.** Analysis of interviews was an ongoing process and began with the transcription of interviews and the digitalization of interview notes. Conducting interviews and preliminary interpretations iteratively is desirable in qualitative research because it enables the researcher to make adjustments to the study as it moves along (Merriam, 1998) through consistent reflection on the data and attention to what the data are indicating (Glesne, 2016). Throughout the study, the researcher recorded process notes that are analytical and conceptual (versus descriptive; Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to provide an avenue for continuous reflection on the research process and the data it is generating (Emerson et al., 1995; Glaser & Strauss, 2017).

The study followed a multiple case study design where the data is initially analyzed case-by-case using thematic and content analysis; cross-case analysis then follows later (Stake, 2006). In other words, interviews, observations, supporting documents, and field notes were evaluated after each interview. Upon completion of data gathering, the themes and content insights at the case level were compared and contrasted to initiate cross-case analysis. For the thematic analysis, the researcher followed Braun and Clarke’s (2006) steps: (1) data familiarization, (2) code generation, (3) data immersion, (4) theme revision, (5) theme definition and labelling, and (6) report writing. Stake (2006) describes three different cross case procedures for a multiple case study. For this qualitative study, the researcher followed a merging findings procedure.
According to Stake, the researcher whose priority is to merge the findings across cases should use this particular method. This method also allows the researcher to make generalizations about the cases.

**Coding.** Grounded theory research calls for going through the data line-by-line, coding the data in a manner that is relevant and works (Glaser, 1978, p. 46). A codebook is an output not an input of the process, since at the outset researchers do not know what they are coding for. Since coding is an emergent process, researchers generally do their own coding based on what the data seems to be revealing and what it might indicate (Glaser, 1978). For example, a code used in this study was, “Talent Acquisition” that captured instances of investors citing the ability of founders to attract the right talent to their ventures as an important consideration.

**Sorting.** Later, similar codes are clustered together to form categories. For example, “Talent Acquisition” was clustered with codes such as “Articulate” and “Great Salesperson” to form the category, “Persuasive.” Sorting and categorizing helps the research elevate out of a “tree-level” understanding of the phenomenon and instead see the “forest.” It integrates the data into a higher level of aggregation that reveals a more coherent set of factors that scaffold an explanatory theory. Once sorting is complete, the categories outline the theory that has emerged from the data – a theory that is explanatory, grounded in data, and appropriate for implementation among practitioners.

**Ethical Considerations**

Researchers employing qualitative case study methods carry a heightened burden with respect to the anticipation of ethical issues that may arise during the study (Creswell, 2009). This research called for participants to trust the investigator and the integrity of the research. As a
result, qualitative case study researchers have a particularly clear obligation to respect the rights, needs, values, and desires of the participants.

Target participants are generally well-educated, savvy business professionals experienced in delicate and confidential negotiations, so it is unlikely that they will inadvertently reveal any deleterious information. Even so, steps were taken to ensure the confidentiality of data collected. Participant names and responses will not be disseminated. Except where participants refer the researcher to potential interviewees, participants do not know the names of other respondents.

Participant privacy will be protected in all papers, books, talks, posts, or stories resulting from this study. Participant responses have been associated with an alias. All company and founder names we discuss will be anonymized in all papers, books, talks, posts, or stories resulting from this study. A key file associating participant names, aliases, and the actual names of companies or founders we discuss with their anonymized names will be maintained as a password-protected file on the researcher’s password-protected computer and will not be shared with other researchers.

There are no identifiable risks associated with participating in this study, and precautions were taken to ensure that participants feel safe and comfortable. To this end, all participants will be treated in accordance to the ethical guidelines of the American Psychological Association and the Claremont Graduate University Institutional Review Board (CGU IRB). In accordance with CGU IRB protocols, all participants were provided with background information and signed an online consent form.

There was the possibility that professional investors could have been somewhat reluctant to discuss the personal biases that may shape the criteria they apply to selection; however,
participants were business veterans experienced in difficult, sometimes even confrontational discussions and negotiations. So, it seems unlikely that the interview process generated even the slightest discomfort. Moreover, it was communicated to participants that they have the freedom to withdraw from the study at any time. Participants are extremely busy, wealthy individuals, who are experienced at protecting their time, and it is expected that they would have freely used this option had the circumstance arisen.

**Issues of Trustworthiness**

Whereas the trustworthiness of quantitative research can be assessed through well-established statistical measures of validity and reliability, the qualitative researcher must establish trustworthiness by providing evidence that descriptions and analysis reflect the reality of the underlying phenomena and participants and must employ a variety of validation techniques to build credibility and rigor (Creswell & Miller, 2000). For this study, credibility is established using a range of strategies, including triangulation, researcher reflexivity, thick rich description, and negative examples.

**Researcher Background and Potential Biases**

The researcher’s experience as a management consultant provides an extensive background in both the operational and analytical aspects of this research project. Coordinating and conducting interviews with experts was a regular part of the researcher’s professional experience. Furthermore, analytically sound consulting is hypothesis-driven and shares many of the characteristics of academic research analytics. The researcher also gained no small amount of familiarity with the venture capital process during the eighteen months he served as project manager for the development of Harvard Business School’s Venture Capital and Private Equity
Simulation (VCPES; Rhodes-Kropf & Burbank, 2015). In the simulation, teams of students in a variety of Harvard Business School programs raise funds, search for companies to potentially invest in, complete deals, and manage their portfolios over several simulated years. Managing the development of VCPES required the researcher to learn about these and other aspects of the venture capital industry. All told, the researcher’s professional experience should afford ready rapport with participants and an effective implementation of data gathering and analysis.

The advantages of the researcher’s background are at least partially counterbalanced by potential biases, which the researcher monitored throughout the study. The same similarity of educational and practical business background shared between the researcher and participants that supports rapport-building could also have served as a blinder in some instances. Other social scientists less inculcated in business culture and venture capital in particular might pick up on nuances that the researcher could have overlooked. So, the researcher maintained vigilance while interviewing participants and transcribing interview notes. Questionable observations and interpretations were checked with the participant to ensure validity.

**Overall Quality Assurance**

Stake (1995) has proposed a twenty-item checklist (p.131) to assess the quality of case study reports, and it serves as a guide for both reporting individual case studies and the overall project report.

1. Is the report easy to read?
2. Does it fit together, each sentence contributing to the whole?
3. Does the report have a conceptual structure (for example, themes or issues?)
4. Are its issues developed in a serious and scholarly way?
5. Is the case adequately defined?
6. Is there a sense of story to the presentation?
7. Is the reader provided with some vicarious experience?
8. Have quotations been used effectively?
9. Are headings, figures, artifacts, appendices, and indexes used effectively?
10. Was it edited well, then again with a last-minute polish?
11. Has the writer made sound assertions, neither over-nor under-interpreting?
12. Has adequate attention been paid to various contexts?
13. Were sufficient raw data presented?
14. Were the data resources well-chosen and in sufficient number?
15. Do observations and interpretations appear to have been triangulated?
16. Are the role and point of view of the researcher nicely apparent?
17. Is the nature of the intended audience apparent?
18. Is empathy shown for all sides?
19. Are personal intentions examined?
20. Does it appear that individuals were put at risk?

Credibility

Throughout the study, steps have been taken to promote accurate recording of participants’ beliefs about founder selection criteria, their perceptions of how these criteria can be assessed, and their subjective experiences in the evaluation of founders during an investment decision.
**Participant Checks**

Conversation transcripts were sent to participants for review and comment. At the conclusion of the project, participants will receive an executive summary of findings for the entire project as well as a comparison of their responses to the principle findings.

**Negative Examples**

Rather than eliminating instances that fail to fit with the predominant pattern of data, negative examples will be treated as valuable learning opportunities and presented prominently.

**Dependability**

The overall process and specific procedures employed in data collection and interpretation are documented and made available for review. Importing the information into NVivo 12, contributes to the security, reliability, transferability, and overall dependability of the data.

**Audit Trail**

Raw data including transcripts will be made available to other researchers upon publication of the research findings. To maintain confidentiality, information that could potentially identify specific participants has been coded to prevent specific attribution. The code key along with the identifiable information will stored in a single file to be shared only on a very limited basis (i.e., in the event that knowledge of participant identity is warranted) and only after appropriate precautionary measures are taken (e.g., a non-disclosure agreement is signed)

**Transferability**

The sampling described in the research methods section guided the interview list toward a diverse set of investors, spanning investment priorities, geographies, industry concentrations,
and the like. The goal is to identify the human factors that practitioners are applying in their decision making. The full extent of use these factors is likely to require subsequent investigation. Moreover, the phenomenon under investigation is specific to third-party investments in early-stage ventures, and generalizability to other contexts is not a primary concern. That said, there are several related contexts where the research findings might apply. For example, international VCs often learn from the practices of the US VC community, and many are educated in US or US-style business schools. So, criteria uncovered in the proposed research may have application in international VC communities. Additionally, though private equity investors evaluate more established businesses, the criteria uncovered in the present research may well be factors in contemporary private equity assessment of management teams. To lay the foundation for any possible transferability, the researcher will strive to record “thick descriptions” (Denzin, 2001) that are both broad and detailed. Such descriptions will provide future researchers with an understanding of the research process and case context that is both holistic and descriptively rich.
Chapter 4: Results

The purpose of this qualitative study is to explore the perceptions of venture capitalists as it relates to who in management they assess in the investment selection process and what criteria is most important in assessing venture management. The selection criteria used by venture capitalists to make investment decisions has been a line of inquiry for half a century (Ács & Audretsch, 2006; Barkham, 1994; Brandstätter, 2011; Roper, 1998; Unger et al., 2011; Van Ness & Seifert, 2016; Wells, 1974; Zhao & Seibert, 2006), and so has been a part of the very formalization of the field of entrepreneurship (Aldrich, 2012; Davidsson, 2016, 2017). Despite decades of research into the criteria used by venture capitalists to select ventures for investment, satisfaction with identified criteria and models remains low (Graves & Ringuest, 2018). Given the regularity with which venture management is reported to be the primary driver of selection, the lack of clear progress can be at least partly attributed to the lack of progress in understanding the “people” characteristics that matter. While organizational scientists have made significant strides in unpacking team and leadership effectiveness, the discussion of venture selection criteria seems mired in historically bound debates centered on human capital, such as whether education background or experience is more important (Streletzki & Schulte, 2013b). Together, this suggests that how human factors shape investment decisions remains a topic both worthy of research and essential to investors.

The following chapter provides a review of the findings of this study to include a description of the sample, data and analysis results, and a presentation of the themes identified for each research question. Qualitative data were collected from 16 professional investors in early-stage ventures so that thematic analysis of their responses could be conducted to identify
the major themes associated with each research question. The chapter concludes with a
discussion of the overall findings.

Description of the Sample

All study participants were conveniently sampled for inclusion in this research project. Before data collection, IRB approval was received to ensure that ethical practices when dealing with human subjects were followed. Seventy-two prospective participants were identified for recruitment into the study with the help of several universities, the researcher's network, and through snowball sampling once interviews began. A total of 16 early-stage venture investors were identified and recruited into the study, indicating a recruitment rate of 22%. All semi-structured interviews were conducted virtually with each participant. All participants in the study consented to participation before conducting each interview.

As illustrated in Table 4, study participants were predominantly male (69%) in the partner role (44%). Most participants of this study earned a master's degree (69%) or higher, suggesting a well-educated sample. Participants' investment industries varied significantly, with 31% investing in information technology, 19% in healthcare, and 13% and multiple industries. Unfortunately, a total of 38% of the participants did not provide their industry of investment.

Table 4

Participant Pseudonyms, Gender, Role, Education, and Primary Industry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Primary Industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VC001</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>HR Operating Partner</td>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>BBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC002</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>EVP, Venture Acceleration &amp; Investments</td>
<td>MS, Urban Planning, BS, Natural Sciences</td>
<td>Healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC003</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Independent Venture Investor</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC004</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
<td>EMBA, BS, Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC005</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>General Partner</td>
<td>MBA, BBA</td>
<td>Healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC006</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
<td>MBA, BBA, Finance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC007</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Investment Team Member</td>
<td>BBA, Finance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC008</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Founding Partner</td>
<td>MBA, MPA, BA</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC009</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Independent Venture Investor</td>
<td>BS, Math/CIS</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC010</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
<td>MBA, MS, Engineering, BS, Engineering</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC011</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>JD, MPhil, Criminology AB, Computer Music</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC012</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Partner</td>
<td>MBA, BA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC013</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Venture Partner</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC014</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Operating Partner</td>
<td>JD, BS</td>
<td>Healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC015</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Independent Venture Investor</td>
<td>MBA, BS</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC016</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>General Partner</td>
<td>BS, Design</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Executive Vice President (EVP), Human Resource (HR), Masters in Business Administration (MBA), Bachelors in Business Administration (BBA), Masters of Science (MS), Bachelors of Science (BS), Executive Masters in Business Administration (EMBA), Masters of Public Administration (MPA), Bachelors of Arts (BA), Computer Information Systems (CIS), Juris Doctor (JD), Masters of Philosophy (MPhil), Bachelors of Arts in Criminal Justice (AB).
Data Analysis Results

The following section provides a detailed account of how the data was processed and analyzed to identify emergent themes to answer each research question. Therefore, the following section describes how (a) the interviews were transcribed, (b) initial codes identified, (c) the initial codes were grouped into categories or emergent themes, and (d) the final themes were identified and defined. This detailed account aims to ensure transparency regarding how the data was analyzed to bolster the findings' trustworthiness.

Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase thematic analysis was used to analyze the qualitative data collected in this study. More specifically, once participants’ responses were transcribed using Microsoft Word, I read and re-read participants’ interviews for familiarity while taking notes (Phase 1). I then uploaded the transcripts into NVivo 12 to help with the organization and analysis of the qualitative data. All analysis was manually conducted using the NVivo 12 program. Namely, the program was used to help with organizing the data and presenting the findings in this chapter. Once all participant transcripts were uploaded into the program, I created individual nodes for the two research questions guiding this study, as illustrated in Figure 2. Once the nodes were created for each research question, I then coded or assigned each of the participants' transcripts to the research questions, as illustrated in Figure 3. Once all 16 participants’ transcripts were assigned to each interview question, I then began to read the transcripts in the NVivo 12 program to identify initial codes (Phase 2) in participants responses. While identifying initial codes, I continued to take notes while reading participants' responses in conjunction with each of the research questions. Once an initial theme was identified, I created a subnode under the corresponding research question and coded or assigned
the participant's response that represented the initial code identified to the new subnode, as illustrated in Figure 4.

**Figure 2**

Research Question Nodes

![Image of Research Question Nodes]

**Figure 3**

Transcripts Coded to Each Research Question

![Image of Transcripts Coded to Each Research Question]
All participants' transcripts were reviewed, and initial codes were generated for each. As just illustrated in Figure 4, participants' responses supporting each identified initial code were assigned to that initial code so that all participants' responses identified as evidence for an initial code were grouped together in one place. Upon completion of initial coding, the third phase of Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase thematic analysis began, wherein I began to review the initial codes against the transcripts and each other to identify emergent themes (Phase 3). Therefore, I identified emergent themes based on the initial codes created using inductive reasoning while reviewing participants' interview responses and in conjunction with the research questions, as illustrated in Figure 5. Once emergent themes were identified, I then entered Phase 4 of the six-phase analysis and compared the themes against each other and participants' transcripts to identify any potential redundancies and eliminate ambiguity between the identified emergent themes. Once all themes were identified, and initial codes were categorized underneath each, I entered Phase 5 of Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase thematic analysis and began to define the themes identified clearly. Finally, Phase 6 of the thematic analysis is to report the
The following section provides a review of the research findings. More specifically, the thematic findings are presented for each research question, and project maps and tables are used to display the findings. Once each research question is answered, and emerging themes are
identified, the chapter will conclude with a summary of the chapter and a forecast of what to expect in Chapter 5, the discussion.

**Research Question 1: Who in Management do VCs Assess in the Investment Selection Process?**

The study participants stated that they predominantly assessed founders and leaders of the venture management teams. More specifically, 90% of the participants in the study mentioned assessing the startup teams as an important factor, while all participants suggested that the assessment of the founder was essential in their decision-making process. Participants' responses supporting the assessment of the team and startup founders are described in Table 5.

**Research Question 2: What Criteria do VCs Find Important in Assessing Venture Management?**

Participants' responses suggested five major themes regarding the criteria they felt were most important when assessing venture management. Namely, soft and hard skills, personality, character, and mindset or mental attitude were all important criteria in investor assessment of founders and management in early-stage ventures seeking funding. For this study, soft skills refer to the skills that founders or management team members develop that are broadly applicable across a wide range of contexts, including elements such as effective communication, teamwork, attributions of leadership, adaptability, and motivation. Hard skills are defined in the current study as those that are learned through experience, education, or training and are generally more context-specific. All study participants suggested that soft skills (n = 16; 100%) were essential when assessing venture management and making investment decisions. Personality (n = 15; 94%) was the second most important factor or criterion mentioned by participants, followed by
### Table 5

Participant Responses Regarding Who is Assessed in Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Participants excerpt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>We certainly pay attention to the broader team they’ve recruited, but at the end of the day, we are more less analyzing the founder or founders (VC005). So, it’s important that the entrepreneur/startup team has the stamina to see the venture through to completion. Therefore, the entrepreneur’s “Why?” is important (VC007). What we have – and I can go into more specifics – but we try to rank these items out of 5 immediately after having the call with the founder. One of those is the team or the founder overall (VC0012). You’re always going to consider the founder (VC008). It is imperative that the founder is assessed. Their decisions affect the entire company (VC001). Assessing the entrepreneur or startup founder is essential in our decision-making process VC014.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td>The risks associated with any team (e.g., disputes within the team) can arise, which would affect venture performance. Therefore it is important to assess the team and team managers’ dynamics (VC007). If you think about how a venture capitalist makes a decision, it’s really (especially early stage): team, market, timing, and product (VC003). We certainly pay attention to the broader team they’ve recruited (VC005). So, I will start by saying if you had asked me for the first 10 or 15 years of my venture career what are my investment criteria, I would have said team, team, team. That’s it, I have grown slightly more sophisticated, and now it is team, team, TAM, and team. Total Addressable Market matters (VC011). So, it really highlighted the importance of the founding team and [has reinforced] where we want to focus our [pre-deal] conversation. Because a lot of these companies are so early, we know that the business model is going to evolve, it’s going to change – maybe the product is going to change (VC012). We are cognizant that a lot of startups fail because of HR and team issues and stuff – not just is your technology great – there are a lot of factors that go into it (VC008).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
character (n = 14; 88%). Finally, hard skills (n = 12; 67%) and mindset or mental attitude (n = 10; 63%) were identified as important. Each of these major themes and their sub-themes are discussed below.

**Soft Skills**

Participants of the study suggested interpersonal skills and leadership attributes as the major soft skills of interest to investors when selecting early-stage ventures to fund. Namely, all study participants mentioned interpersonal skills and leadership attributes or abilities as the most important criteria when assessing venture management soft skills. The NVivo 12 application allows the user to display a simple hierarchy among the previously specified themes and codes. In the case of soft skills, that hierarchy is shown in Figure 6. The following section reviews the two soft skills identified by investors participating in this study as important factors in the decision-making process.

**Interpersonal skills.** Interpersonal skills are “skills which one needs to communicate effectively with another person or a group of people” (Almahry et al., 2018, p. 3). Some research suggests that interpersonal skills consist of social insights or emotional intelligence, relationship building, often evident in professional networking, and communication skills of all types, including persuasion and negotiation skills (Reed et al., 2019). The following section reviews the findings relating to the interpersonal skills or factors investors suggest are important in their investment decision-making. Namely, an assessment of founders’ interpersonal skills as evidenced by their relationship with their team (n = 11; 69%), the investor (n = 7; 44%), and co-founders (n = 3; 19%).
Relationship with Team. Participants suggested that the founders’ relationship with their team was a significant indicator of the overall viability of the venture. For example, VC0010 stated:
But later people realized through experience that the three things that really matter was the team, the team, and the team. Especially in a startup, I could tell that the individuals that we selected for early-stage [investment], they had to have a special character that really mattered for how to get through a startup.

Participants suggested that a more cohesive relationship between the founder and their team suggested that the founder was a strong leader and was able to recruit the right talent to help him or her advance their vision. For example, VC002 stated:

the understanding that is part of that is that they need to build a team - that they're going to have to create a climate of trust, of engagement, and of continuous improvement in the organization. So, that means they are going to have to recognize very early on that they can't do it all themselves, that they're going to need the help of others, and that they need to be thoughtful about how they go about acquiring those other human resources and empowering them to fulfill the roles and responsibilities they’ve identified – and hold them accountable for the authority that they’ve been given and the responsibilities within the business.

Further, VC009 stated:

One of the reasons we network in groups is because we want to see the team operate as a team. When the team can't operate as a team, then that's a signal. If you see a founder who's being very directive to their team, you already have a problem. When you see a team that has all the technical people standing in the corner not talking to each other, clearly - culturally - they haven't figured out what the game is that they're playing. So, you're looking for that team dynamics and how that works.

**Relationship with the VC.** Participants also suggested the importance of the founder's relationship with the investor (n = 6; 38%). The founder had to have good interpersonal skills, personality, and character to bolster the likelihood that the investor would like them, trust them, and want to have a long-term relationship with them. Investors suggested the importance of feeling a connection or finding commonalities (n = 3; 19%) with the founder and the importance of having a gut feeling (n = 2; 13%) that let them know this founder and venture were the right
choice. For example, VC003 stated, “that’s a big, weighty question, you’ve got to like somebody, you’ve got to feel high levels of trust.” Further, VC009 stated:

so, how does the investing process generate trust? And then, how does trust get translated into your mental model that you're trying to do it? Virtuousness and humility and all these things are important, but if I don't feel it, then I don't feel it, and I’m not investing.

Regarding the importance of commonalities which are conveyed through effective interpersonal skills, VC015 stated:

as people first, and then as purveyors of this business or this opportunity second - because for me, if I can't get a connection with them as a person and understand what drives them as a person, then I don't feel real comfortable putting my money or my organization’s money behind it.

In addition, VC004 stated, “you can look at their experience, but some of this comes down to just spending a lot of time talking to them and gut feeling.”

**Relationship with the Co-founder.** Participants also suggested the importance of assessing the relationship between the founder and cofounder (n = 3; 19%). Although participants mentioned cofounders to a lesser extent, participant responses regarding the founder-cofounder relationship suggested the importance of the interpersonal relationship fostered by interpersonal skills. For example, VC016 stated:

particularly with cofounders – it’s like, those two work well together. They balance each other. [One’s] like this; [One’s] like this. What they’re trying to do fits their skill set and background, the market they’re going into – yeah, they’re an investment.

Further, one participant suggested the importance of assessing the founder based on their relationship with other cofounders is linked to perceptions of trustworthiness. VC003 stated, “…and then there’s the founder’s relationship with other venture partners and the relationships they build. That level of relationship-building and the high-level – is this somebody I trust?”
Finally, VC011 suggested that the founders’ relationship with his cofounders was an important signal of whether the investment would work. Namely, VC011 stated, “human dynamics are how these things work, and I want to spend time with you in the context of your cofounders.”

**Leadership Attributes.** Participants also suggested the importance of attributes of leadership. Although the term leadership was only used explicitly by a handful of participants, many of the descriptions of what participants were assessing encapsulated a good leader’s actions or thought processes, as characterized by Kotter (1991) – that is, founders who are good at coping with rapid change. Numerous participant comments were initially coded as “pragmatic” or “execution ability” and are clearly aspects of the soft skills that some investors are looking for. For example, VC015 describes a CEO of a portfolio company as someone who “built solid relationships with everybody on the team, and everyone – even the people he had to let go – loved him.” Sometimes, a venture can outgrow members of the team, and the CEO would sit them down for a frank conversation about the situation, then “help them find the right positions for them outside the company.” VC015 never explicitly referred to “leadership” as a founder characteristic, but this participant’s statement illustrates Kotter’s leader who has learned how to cope with change. The example demonstrates a ‘pragmatic’ approach to leading the venture and was originally coded thusly. However, during the integration of themes it stood out as an example of Kotter’s leadership task of aligning people — specifically, an exhibition of taking action when circumstances have created misalignment. Across the original codings of ‘pragmatic,’ ‘execution ability,’ and ‘good organizational culture,’ participant responses suggested the importance of Kotter’s (1991) leadership tasks: setting direction, aligning people, providing motivation, and developing a culture of leadership. For example, VC012 stated:
The first one is the ability to recruit/hire/lead a team. A founder is nothing without their team, and are they able to understand what their core strengths are and their core weaknesses and hire accordingly – and do people want to work for this person? You generally have a sense when you’re talking to someone whether or not – even if they’re charismatic or not, that [charisma] we found is super irrelevant – it’s more just, can this person run a team of people, because ultimately that’s what they’ll have to do. Or do they know how to hire the right people?

Similarly, VC008 stated:

the company scaled from 22 to 50 or 60 people in like six months. So, you see that kind of thing. So, we’re looking for people who are open to it. Not everyone takes the same path with that – it’s more, are you doing something around that? Are you investing in yourself as a founder and your team’s growth? Because we think that de-risks some of the stuff that you see happen in startups.

In addition, VC002 stated:

that means they are going to have to recognize very early on that they can't do it all themselves, that they're going to need the help of others, and that they need to be thoughtful about how they go about acquiring those other human resources and empowering them to fulfill the roles and responsibilities they’ve identified – and hold them accountable for the authority that they’ve been given and the responsibilities within the business.

Finally, VC004 stated:

Culture starts from the top. It starts from the very start of the company. So, it's a critical component. If you get the right leadership there – forget about us, the investors can’t create culture. It has to come from folks building the company, and good culture leads to good outcomes. So, it’s all tied together.

Perhaps as a result of the unique circumstances of an early-stage venture, compared to those of the established organizations that Kotter’s (1991) guidance was primarily aimed at, some participant comments reflect that venture founders have to be more hands-on than Kotter’s leaders. In contrast to the examples above, some participants spoke of a relatively tactical pragmatism and ability to execute. Again, these soft skills were only mentioned a couple of times.
in participants' responses to the interview questions. However, participants implied the importance of both of these soft skills by mentioning aspects of pragmatism and the need for founders to be able to act at the right time and when it was necessary. Pragmatic is when a founder “deals with things sensibly and realistically in a way that is based on practical rather than theoretical considerations” (Hasa, 2016, p. 1). Leaders must be pragmatic and have to have the ability to make decisions and execute them. For example, VC015 stated:

The ability to actually execute - get shit done - that was actually on my due diligence checklist – ‘gets shit done’ - can they do that? GSD even if the opportunity itself didn't bear out. They showed that ability to execute. Those foundational things: being able to get the business off the ground, get the people around them to focus, and then execute to it were the key elements.

Regarding the importance of founders being able to execute, VC0013 stated:

The other really big piece around entrepreneurship is people who are really good executors. Being just an idea person is not enough. In entrepreneurship, you have nobody else. It's your execution. It's your track record of showing that you can have a vision, and you can make it happen.

**Summary.** Participants' responses suggested that they sought to assess founders' interpersonal skills by observing their interactions in relationships with their teams, themselves (i.e., the participant), and cofounders. Participants' responses suggested that the founders' relationship with team members, the participant, and cofounders significantly influenced the participant's perceptions of their ability to trust the founder, which appeared to be partially based on the participants’ perceptions of the commonalities or connections they felt when assessing the founder. Participants of the study also suggested the importance of having a “gut feeling” regarding founder stability. Select leadership attributes were among the soft skills identified by participants that significantly influenced their investment decision-making. The study
participants referenced a number of leadership attributes consistent with Kotter’s (1991) model: setting direction, aligning and motivating people, and coping with change. However, possibly reflecting the ‘all hands on deck’ circumstances typical of early-stage ventures, some participants were looking for founders with a pragmatic outlook and an ability to execute operationally.

**Personality**

As illustrated in Figure 7, participants in the study suggested that persistence (n = 12; 75%) and persuasiveness (n = 8; 50%) were the two major personality traits they were most interested in when assessing a founder. When assessing a founder's persistence, study participants suggested the importance of assessing a founder's motivations, hardiness through the founders’ past experiences, and adaptiveness. When assessing persuasiveness, participants suggested that founders needed to be great salespersons and articulate to share their vision and recruit talent. The following section reviews each of these sub-themes along with participants’ excerpts providing support for the identified theme and subthemes.

**Persistence.** Participants of the study emphasized the difficulty of being a startup founder. For example, VC003 stated:

> Building a business from 0 to something is really hard. Insanely difficult. Not just because the domain is hard, the science is hard, the technology is hard, or the people are hard. All of that’s true. But it is emotionally taxing and draining on founders in those early days. Because on any given day or hour it could be the greatest thing since the ball point pen, or it could be everything coming down in pieces. That kind of almost elite athlete mentality – the ability to suffer the slings and arrows – to be in it, at the highs and the lows.

Similarly, VC005 stated:

> The one thing that I’ll say is that it’s well-documented that being a startup founder is physically taxing … relatively unhealthy. I think that’s true. We have to make sure that
founders have the resources to maintain some type of healthy physical and mental balance.

Because the participants of this study's main focus as an investor is to identify those founders and early-stage ventures that can survive the first five years of existence, persistence (n = 12; 75%) was suggested to be a highly sought-after personality trait in startup founders. For example, VC009 stated, “we know that grit matters - that persistence matters. We know that when people hit a wall, and we know that when startups get weird - people will give up when they don't need to give up.” Similarly, VC0013 stated:

The resilience piece. The resiliency of having to overcome really difficult things and being excited by the lack of structure and the likelihood of failure. There's a certain energy that you get from people that they're going to be OK in the boat in the ocean amongst the storms.

**Figure 7**

Theme and Subthemes of Personality
**Founder Motivation.** As a result, participants of the study suggested that assessing startup founders' motivations (n = 8; 50%), hardiness (n = 4; 25%), and adaptability (n = 6; 38%) are essential. More specifically, participants suggested that founders' motivations significantly influence the likelihood that they will persist and is, therefore, a signal to the participant of venture’s worthiness as an investment. Participants described the right motivations and the wrong ones. For example, VC003 stated:

> Because that is so hard, a commitment to the domain – somebody who is absolutely passionate about the problem they’re trying to solve or the people they’re trying to help – is critical. Because, as humans, if we’re passionate about the people we’re trying to help, that will outlast the choices or technical decisions we make to try to get there – because all the decisions you make as a startup founder in the first few years will be wrong, regardless of whether you’ve done it 9 times or not. So, if you’re not committed to the people you want to help, there’s nothing to keep you connected to it.

In addition, VC011 stated:

> Usually, you’re trying to solve a problem that you’ve seen. You’ve found a hard problem, or you want to make some aspect of the planet better, or whatever. That doesn’t mean you’re doing something mission driven. It just means, like, oh, I’m really annoyed at how the dev-ops world works, and I think that git-hub is doing a bad job, and I want to create a better git-hub. Okay, great! That’s interesting! Or, I’m trying to help small businesses be more efficient. Great! All those things make sense.

Therefore, VC001 stated:

> So, we look for people who have that passion. We're not looking for somebody who's just like, ‘I'm going to do an app, and it's something that's quick and easy to do. You can get it up and running within two months, and you're making money off ad sales.’ That doesn't interest us. They're passionate, there's purpose. There is a ‘I'm out to prove them wrong. We are going to do something different. We're going to release the antiquated way of doing things.’ Kind of like the apple commercial where they came in and they threw the hammer. It's that type of energy and determination.

Regarding the wrong motivations, participants of the study suggested that money as a motivator to start a venture is a bad signal suggesting that an investor should not invest. For
example, VC0014 stated:

Those things hold consistent throughout the due diligence process, but you'll have more quantitative data to help assess that. You'll have things like salaries, and things like, ‘hey, what do you want to pay yourself after you close this round?’ Very blank slate questions. There are a few great ways to respond. One is, ‘what should somebody like me get paid? What's the benchmark?’ Or, they'll have a number, and you'll go, ‘how did you get to that number?’ And you’ll have people say, ‘well, I need to support my wife's veterinary practice and I need $250K in the first year to make her capital contribution for it.’ And then you're like, ‘yeah, that’s a little scary.’

In addition, VC002 stated:

So it's a test question I have. When I talk to entrepreneurship classes I always ask, ‘Who here wants to get rich?’ If they raise their hands, then I'll say, ‘Then I'll never invest in you.’ And it's a shock because they're like, ‘Wait a minute, aren't you in business to make money?’ And I'll say, ‘No. I'm in business to build great companies.’ If you build a great company the exit takes care of itself. So, if your objective is to get rich, go get a job on Wall Street and be a trader. If you want to take other people's money to build a company, but your objective is to get rich, that tells me that you may be an ‘ends justify the means kind of person’ and I'm not interested in that.

Similarly, VC012 stated:

One of the other ones that we ditched is whether the founder is “scrappy” and a good steward of capital. I think we got rid of that one because we kind of put it in the bucket of raising capital. It’s definitely something you want to be aware of – we’ve turned down deals because we’ve seen that the founder is paying themselves some exorbitant sum of money, and it’s a pre-seed [stage] and doesn’t make sense.

Hardiness. Regarding hardiness, participants of the study suggested it was imperative to assess startup founders' ability to withstand the challenges and difficulties associated with growing a startup venture. For example, VC013 stated:

It's all about error in entrepreneurship. The honest truth is you fail forward, right? You run a set of experiments to try and figure out what works versus you steward a ship of what's proven to work. So, your ability to handle failure and drive insight from experimentation is most probably the single most important – not characteristic of
somebody – but task that you have to do. You have to see where things are working and then pour fuel on the fire – amongst a whole bunch of stuff that isn't working.

In addition, VC009 stated:

But when it comes down to it, the question is can these people be put under stress and have friendships endure through the stress? When they get pissed off at each other, do they have a resolution mechanism, or not? So, I recommend to people that they do startup weekends early with their team, and usually there's an ‘oh shit’ moment somewhere around 8:00 o'clock on Saturday night when they discover that the elephant that they're trying to create is not going to happen, and they have to build this toenail of a business model instead of the whole thing. So, then a whole bunch of stuff has to be thrown away, and they have to have this ‘come to Jesus’ moment and pick what they’re going to do - and many teams don't survive that moment.

So, doing that early - it seems like a win, and building those relationships where they can survive that - and I cannot tell you a test that will tell me whether this group of people likes each other enough to get pissed off at each other and still be willing to have a conversation in the morning about what they were mad about. You’re the professional at this, is there a test that will tell me that?

Finally, one participant suggested exploring a founder's childhood to identify if a founder has the grit to endure the trials and tribulations associated with growing a startup venture. VC003 stated:

people lie, so, it’s really hard to know, and you have to look at past experience to see if this person has done something really hard in their life. Do they have experiences where it could be easier to quit than to persevere? Have they built that muscle memory? And sometimes it’s deeply personal – they struggled as a kid, they had challenges in their home life, whatever – that stuff is great fodder for entrepreneurs, but it’s also an anchor.

Adaptability. Finally, regarding adaptability, study participants pointed out that early-stage ventures frequently fail. Therefore, they suggested that entrepreneurs of new ventures needed to be able to adapt quickly to their environment and challenges. For example, VC006 stated, “most businesses, especially early-stage ones, will pivot multiple times, and that pivot could take them into really unusual places.” Similarly, VC015 stated:
they went from almost going bust because the original vision got waylaid to a $6 billion exit, and the reason they were to do that is because they had the wherewithal and the ability to redirect on the fly when that initial opportunity got taken out from under them. And that ability of a management team to be humble, in terms of saying, ‘whatever happened, we got a problem here. We got to fix it. And we're not married to the original idea. Let's figure out what we can do. Let’s be fleet of foot in terms of what we can do to carry this venture forward in an optimal way, and then execute to that opportunity.’

**Persuasiveness.** As illustrated in Figure 8, participants suggested that founders needed to persuasive (n = 8; 50%) and therefore great salespersons to include being communicative (n = 4; 25%), articulate (n = 7; 44%), able to sell their vision (n = 8; 50%), recruit talent (n = 8; 50%), and be a good storyteller (n = 2; 13%). Table 6 presents participants' responses supporting each subtheme.

**Figure 8**

Theme and Subthemes of Persuasiveness
Table 6

Participant Responses Supporting the Persuasiveness Theme and Subthemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtheme</th>
<th>Subthemes</th>
<th>Participants excerpt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great Salesperson</td>
<td>Articulate</td>
<td>For me, if I can find somebody who has a secret and has a way to communicate it that makes sense to actual human beings, then that feels like a winner at the early stage. (VC003). I’d say, in 9 out of 10 meetings, within the first 15 minutes, you have determined that this is not a person you will back. Now, why is that? The vast majority of the time, it is because they are not sufficiently articulate about the thing they are building to be a successful entrepreneur (VC011). What she didn’t understand or succinctly articulate was who [the customer is] – Is it a working business professional? Someone who would otherwise be going to a salon. Is it that they don’t go to a salon? How much are they spending? What’s their income? What’s their age bracket? Do they prefer the salon experience, or do they not? So, there were all these other things that we were unable to succinctly put together, and it was unclear to us what this offering ultimately was (VC012). I usually don’t care about the product – the product is going to satisfy the customers in space, and I want to understand why the customers in space are going in that direction. So, I like to see people who can articulate that very, very well (VC016).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicative</td>
<td>Asking real questions of entrepreneurs who are building things – entrepreneurs you want to back will happily embrace any question you ask. (VC011). We're going to date, and then we're going to get married. And if you don't like me in the dating, you're going to really not like me in the marriage. So, we better have a communication here (VC004).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We look for people who we think have the ability to recruit talent. A lot of that is storytelling and the ability to get people to buy into a vision (VC005).

If they can communicate the bigger vision, and a nuance to that is if they can communicate that clearly and succinctly. So, having a bigger vision as opposed to: we’re solving for X right now. It’s about how does that selling into X the open doors to do Y and Z ten years from now. (VC012).

So, I tend to lean towards the founders that have that vision of what the future’s going to be – maybe they can articulate it, but they usually can’t. They’re usually babbling but trying to find a way to describe what the future’s going to be. The ones that are there are the ones that I get excited about (VC016)

You could look at any of the big flameouts - whether it be Travis Kalanick at Uber, or Adam Neumann at WeWork - they had other problems as a business, but they raised a lot of money. They sold the vision (VC015).

But in an ideal world, you’re really trying to holistically check for the three things that they’re going to have to do with your money. [1] Money begets money, so they need to attract more money to the business - whether that be revenue or debt or more equity financing. [2] Then you establish vision, product vision, and company vision (VC014).

The reality is that great entrepreneurs need to convince people to do all sorts of irrational things. They need to convince people to leave very steady and thoughtful jobs to come to join them in doing something risky and unlikely. (VC011).

There is an ability to attract talent, and there is an ability to make talent decisions that are going to be hard. One, you have to inspire, and there are going to be people you inspire that are going to be 10X smarter than you. That could be 10X older than you. But having the respect and also inspiring them with your vision and your belief and
getting them to drink that Kool-Aid as well is another attribute (VC001).

The first one is the ability to recruit / hire / lead a team. A founder is nothing without their team (VC012).

In fact, often, it's about that entrepreneur’s ability to hire people who will help lead – even if they're still the CEO – the team in place. VC013.

---

**Character**

Study participants suggested that character was essential when assessing a founder of an early-stage venture. As illustrated in Figure 9, participants suggested that virtuous character (n = 9; 56%), including honesty (n = 4; 25%), humility (n = 4; 25%), commitment (n = 3; 19%), integrity (n = 1; 6%) and morality (n = 1; 6%) were desired character traits in startup founders. In addition, several participants suggested passion (n = 7; 44%) was an important factor, along with tenacity (n = 3; 19%), ambition (n = 3; 19%), respectfulness (n = 3; 19%), and authenticity (n = 2; 13%). Table 7 provides excerpts of participants' responses supporting each identified subtheme and overall theme.

**Hard Skills**

Participants of the study suggested that hard skills were also important to assess in a founder when deciding whether to invest in an early-stage venture. As illustrated in Figure 10, participants suggested that entrepreneurial experience relating to a startup founder's previous startup ventures (n = 7; 44%) was an important signal. In addition, participants suggested the importance of founders establishing a good product-market fit (n = 6; 38%), having domain expertise (n = 5; 31%), incentive alignment (n = 2; 13%), and a founder's ability to scale the company (n = 1; 6%) were considered important hard skills by founders. However, the degree to
Table 7
Participant Responses Supporting the Character Theme and Subthemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtheme</th>
<th>Subthemes</th>
<th>Participants excerpt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Virtuous Character | Honesty   | The second version is someone answering the question intentionally lying. Intentionally saying a thing they don’t know. Because there are unknowable things. I actually try to get to points where you say, I don’t know the answer to that. I try to get to questions that are unknowable to figure out, are you someone who acknowledges you don’t know. The people who never get to that point are terrible. Those are terrible entrepreneurs. And there are a lot of them – who think that it is a sign of weakness to say, oh, I actually don’t know the answer to that. I won’t back you if you don’t. (VC011). So, first and foremost thing we probably are most interested in is intellectual honesty - that there is a
willingness to be transparent and be open, to be able to acknowledge early when things aren't working, when things are working, and not to assume when things are working that they've got everything figured out. (VC002).

You learn a lot about someone just by interacting with them, which means – are they trying to pull the wool over your eyes? Are they too clever? Are they really clear and transparent? (VC006).

I got two different variants, and one had this other entity on it all of a sudden – it was a large holder, and I'm like, ‘what is this?’ And they were like, ‘oh, well, you weren't supposed to see that.’ I'm like, ‘well, what's going on?’ ‘Well, we're exploring a potential merger.’ And I'm like, ‘well, that seems material!’ (VC012).

Humility There are also attributes of vulnerability and humbleness. You have entrepreneurs who have a total ego and swagger, and they should because there has to be confidence and conviction. At the same time, they need to accept help, and they need to surround themselves with people who can help them. (VC001).

Virtuousness and humility and all these things are important, but if I don't feel it, then I don't feel it, and I'm not investing. (VC009).

Commitment I think it’s commitment to the people that you’re trying to help, rather than to the problem or to the space. Most businesses, especially early-stage ones, will pivot multiple times, and that pivot could take them into really unusual places. If somebody is committed to a certain type of people they want to help, then that is bigger than the solution. (VC003).

Integrity I personally value integrity, morality, humility - all those personal attributes - honesty and everything that fundamentally form you as a person (VC015).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morality</th>
<th>I personally value integrity, morality, humility - all those personal attributes (VC015).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passion</td>
<td>Being an entrepreneur is very hard, right? It really is a unique thing, and I’m looking for passion and conviction (VC013). &lt;br&gt;What’s your big secret? That gives me insight into whether they’re passionate about building a business and making money, or about helping people. It tells me how much they truly know about the problems that these people could have, that they’re trying to help (VC003). &lt;br&gt;So, it’s not a specific passion to solve an industry or solve a particular problem or [develop] a product, it’s a general – ‘I know I don’t want that, so I’m going to run away from that and do something that looks really hard, because I’m passionate about doing something that is really hard, because my own sense of accomplishment drives me in that direction (VC016). &lt;br&gt;So, certain things matter: tenacity, passion, and being really in love with what you want to do and why you want to do it. So, that was the criteria that evolved over time (VC010).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenacity</td>
<td>Will they run through walls and get things done. We use the term ‘run through walls’ because beyond just getting things done it’s about taking it to that next level where they’re so relentless – I think only when interacting with these types of founders – when I say that, you’re like, “Oh yes, I totally know what you mean!” Sometimes you’ll get off the phone with someone, and your mind will be blown, and you’ll almost want to quit your job and invest all of your money in their business, because they’ve blown you away. You know, they started selling things off eBay when they were 12 years old or whatever – they have some crazy [good/cool] story (VC012). &lt;br&gt;Which gets at this humility and tenacity thing. Generally, what you're looking for is people that want to be successful. This is how we work – versus having a win-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lose mentality. I win - you lose. And you could argue that makes softer entrepreneurs, but if it's viewed as a zero-sum game – and there are entrepreneurs out there that do it that way – but they’re not people we want to work with. We can generate the returns with the fund size we have and the strategy we have by finding people that are success-focused – not just for themselves, but for their shareholders, and for their employees (VC006).

Ambitious

But he's a small player in SMALL_CITY, and he could have built a nice little business there in terms of what he was doing. But he's always looking for ‘what else could I bring to the table that would take us to the next level?’” (VC015).

We invest in people who we want to have them take risks. We invest in people who aren’t fearful of taking risks. We invest in people who aren’t fearful of making mistakes and learning and then changing (VC004).

Respectful

You've raised competition, and so another element is - we want to see people that actually respect their competition. That means understanding who their competitors are and not be so competitive - the characteristics you were describing earlier that were so fixated on destroying all the competition that they don't understand that for a market to really work you need multiple players (VC002).

I come from a family that wasn't necessarily too privileged - a history of doing what people would consider grunt work and blue-collar work, and I had a perspective that said those people need to be respected too. So, I bring that chip on my shoulder whenever I'm assessing a management team or an entrepreneur in terms of the blue-collar people versus the white-collar people - there should be no color. It's all the same. You treat them the same - with respect (VC015).

Authentic

Correct, and humanizing, too. So, it’s that connectedness to your customers, to your investors, to your employee base. And it’s not that you have to have humility in every
interaction that you have with them, but being authentic and humility shows up, it can demonstrate some authenticity, and surface some authenticity - is important because data is going to present that, AI is going to present it. It's all going to come out, so just own it for who you are and yourself. And control that narrative instead of it being something that others create … for you (VC001).

**Figure 10**

Theme and Subthemes of Hard Skills

which these skills were important varied. For example, although several participants suggested founders previous experience starting up a venture positively influenced their decision-making, one VC015 stated:

What is it about that serial entrepreneur that makes him or her successful? And the only way I really knew that is if it was a serial entrepreneur that I invested in multiple times. Then I would know, and that would be a short circuit for me personally. Just because they were a serial entrepreneur in the wild and I'm making my first bet on them, I can't use that as a short circuit to make that decision. I've got to do that due diligence and ask, ‘what are the attributes of that person and that team that makes them successful at the end of the day?’

Table 8 provides excerpts from participants' interviews supporting the theme and subthemes identified in this study.
Table 8
Participant Responses Supporting the Hard Skills Theme and Subthemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Participants excerpt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Entreprenuerial experience   | Do they have actual expertise in the category? What’s the experience that they’re bringing to it? Two of the founders I work with closely, they have founded companies prior in the space – with different levels of success, but they have a commitment to the category they’re building a company in – which is different from when you have someone who is a “tourist” to the category – who doesn’t have the same level of knowledge or commitment to the company or category. (VC008).  
Do they have the skills, experience, or proven experience in another startup? (VC016).  
The next is, do they have relevant experience? Sometimes this is not as relevant, but it is definitely a bonus. If you score high here, then that’s great, but often we are investing in college grads. That’s not to say they can score a 5 out of 5 on everything else and 1 here. But generally, if they’re a multi-time founder or if they’ve been through the motions and they know what it takes or they’ve had a couple of exits in the past, that certainly helps – or they have a core competency or interest in this space (VC012). |
| Product market fit           | I look at a couple things. First, does the founder or founders have a sense of the market they’re going into? I really want to see that they understand the market and the potential of the market. The founders that I really, really like – and what I like to see in early-stage founders - have a sense of the space and what it’s going to be like over the next 5 to 10 years. A lot of times you’ll see people who are pitching – like, an app idea – and they are addressing a problem for now. They see a problem, and they’re solving it – which is great. Build an app – go ahead – make some money. If you’re going to actually be building a company, it’s going to take a while to build the company – you’re going to be building into, ideally, a growing market or some market trend. So, having some idea of what that trend is, what the future state of whatever industry you’re going into is going to be, and why |
you’re building into that space is usually the most compelling to me (VC016).

A lot of startups come from product and engineering leaders, and so, they're relentlessly focused on the product and not lifting up their head to look out on the market. So, they build this amazing product because that's what they know and they're passionate about, but they don't necessarily (VC001).

What will happen a lot of times in startups is that really great people get caught short. Because if you started a company, and you've convinced investors you have the path forward, and there is no alignment between what you're building and what the market needs – you go and hire a VP of Sales that knows how to sell. There's this thing – product-market fit. You can have the most competent salesperson in the world that knows how to run a system and run a pipeline and run a team and whatever, but if it's not something that somebody wants or knew they needed – and then you're going to blame that VP of Sales for that right and churn them out after 12 months because they suck (VC006).

| Domain expertise | Deep domain expertise is another one. Do you know something nobody else knows? I always ask my founders, who do you want to help? And what do you know that nobody else knows? What's your big secret? That gives me insight into whether they’re passionate about building a business and making money, or about helping people. It tells me how much they truly know about the problems that these people could have, that they’re trying to help (VC003).

Do they have actual expertise in the category? (VC008) |

| Incentive alignment | So, if that's the primary qualifier and they’re [also] mission-driven, great. For a lot of medical entrepreneurs this is like an important thing. But if I'm investing in you, my incentive is to see a 10X upside of my investment. So, there's incentive alignment (VC0014). |
Their ability to scale. I don’t know if you’ve probably gone through this class. I learned this fairly recently, but there’s a statistical distribution of CEOs relative to the size of their employee base. There’s a threshold at 20, 100, and 1000. We’re often assessing, do they have an innate ability to manage to change someone's role as an organization goes from 20 to 100 to 1000 - which usually means, when I hired you, I gave you the VP of Sales position. The company has now tripled in size - because of you. But we need to hire someone who can manage five VPs of Sales in each continent, and that person is now Chief Revenue Officer. You're going to be subordinate to them. That organizational change dynamics - you can usually assess that in the beginning by looking at how they scaled from 10 to 30 to 50. Depending on how they handle that - and this is usually done by talking to a few of those key individuals that have undergone that change - you can assess or make assumptions about their ability to scale the organization from 100 to 1000 employees, which is usually around the sweet spot that we're investing in (VC014).

Mind Set or Mental Attitude

Study participants also suggested that mindset or mental attitude significantly influenced their decisions to invest in an early-stage venture. As diagrammed in Figure 11, participants suggested startup founders needed to be coachable (n = 7; 44%), self-aware (n = 6; 38%), inquisitive (n = 5; 31%), and to a lesser extent, have a growth mindset (n = 1; 6%), and a strong sense of self (n = 1; 6%). Table 9 reviews participants’ responses that support each of the three major subthemes, coachable, self-aware, and inquisitive.
Table 9

Participant Responses Supporting the Mind Set Theme and Subthemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Participants excerpt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coachable</td>
<td>We are looking for coachability. We don’t coach our founders ourselves, but we help them get connected with various coaches — recognizing that they are people who bring their own stuff to their company and they have different things in different parts of their lives. (VC008). When I look at the particular founder’s behavior, I would like to say that coachability is key, and self-confidence is key (VC016).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ability to have a conversation where they admit what they know and what they don't know. What they're concerned about. What they're interested in. Looking to get feedback in terms of ‘Have you seen this done before?’ ‘Can you help me understand and teach me? Mentor me?’ (VC004).

Self-aware

I would say that the sweet spot is finding founders that are very good … very talented and are self-aware enough to know where their blind spots are or where they really need some help – and you focus on that. They might say, we really need help scaling the culture, can you guys help us with that? Or we need help driving more organic growth from our acquisition … and we really try to help them with that (VC005).

Sure. So, first and foremost thing we probably are most interested in is intellectual honesty - that there is a willingness to be transparent and be open, to be able to acknowledge early when things aren't working, when things are working, and not to assume when things are working that they've got everything figured out (VC002).

The ability of that entrepreneur or that early-stage founding team to be self-aware enough in terms of what they know, what they don't know, what they're concerned about, what their testing, what they're looking for, what they're challenging, asking questions about – you've got someone, whether it be me or someone else that they're talking to about funding, who sees a lot of shit. I am a resource (VC004).

Inquisitive

Curiosity is another. You don't know the answer – especially when you do early-stage investing. It's less about feeling they’re expert - because they're actually not. It is impossible, usually, to be. But it's the curiosity and the ability to learn and this growth mindset that people talk about that really plays into great entrepreneurs (VC013).

It was a multi-step process, and he said, ‘I don't understand why you guys are doing it that way. Why isn't there just a single vacuum chamber with a single set of instruments?’ And they said, ‘trust us, if that existed, we'd have it.’ So, FOUNDER designed and sold them four $800,000 instruments before he ever built it. (VC002).

Curiosity is another. You don't know the answer – especially when you do early-stage investing. It's less about feeling they’re expert - because they're actually not. It is impossible, usually, to be. But it's the curiosity and the ability to learn and this growth mindset that people talk about that really plays into great entrepreneurs (VC013).
Conclusion

A qualitative methodology was used to explore the perceptions of venture capitalists as it related to who in management they assess in the investment selection process and what criteria are most important in assessing venture management. All study participants stated that they assessed the startup founder, and 90% of the participants suggested the importance of assessing the startup team. Participants suggested several criteria are important when assessing a startup founder, which included soft skills, personality, character, hard skills, and mindset or mental attitude. More specifically, participants suggested that startup founders must have strong interpersonal and leadership skills to be considered investment worthy. Participants suggested interpersonal and leadership skills are exhibited by the founders' relationship with the team, the investor, and the cofounders. Regarding personality, participants stated that persistence and persuasion were extremely important personality traits in a desirable startup founder. In addition, a virtuous character and passion were suggested to also heavily influence investors’ decisions to invest in an early-stage venture. Hard skills such as a startup founder's previous experience starting ventures, product-market fit, and domain expertise were suggested to be desirable hard skills. Finally, participants of the study suggested coachability, self-awareness, and inquisitiveness were the founder mindsets they were looking to invest in. The following chapter provides a review of these research findings and a discussion of the implication of these findings. In addition, the following chapter will review the limitations of the current study and recommendations for future research.
Chapter 5: General Discussion

In the wake of advancing ideas about leadership, including character, purpose, and passion, it is reasonable to assume that venture investors are assessing founders based on a broader set of criteria than the traditional range of human capital, its consequences, and its outcomes. The current study set out to understand two fundamental issues regarding early-stage investor assessments of venture teams: whom do they assess, and what criteria do they consider? This chapter discusses what the current study reveals about these issues, elaborates on what is known about the assessment criteria, and lays the groundwork for future research.

Although the current study’s focus is the assessment of venture management, it is understood, and interviewees confirmed that broader aspects of the venture also figure prominently in venture investment decision-making. The current study is not intended to replace classic, broad-based research into the factors shaping investment decisions (e.g., Smart, 1999) but rather to unpack and update the criteria associated with venture founders and management teams. Several interviewees specifically highlight that human factors must be understood in conjunction with other business criteria. VC014 discusses a “triple qualifier” in evaluating an investment opportunity, “no matter what, the team is going to be an essential part of that Venn diagram.” The other two qualifications are “adjustable levers” that vary according to circumstances and may include total addressable market, customer penetration, revenue growth, and other venture performance measures. Over time, some investors appreciate how human factors should be integrated into investment decision-making. Others, like VC011, grow to appreciate the importance of select non-human factors:

If you had asked me for the first 10 or 15 years of my venture career what are my investment criteria, I would have said team, team, team. That’s it. I have grown slightly
more sophisticated, and now it is team, team, TAM, and team. Total Addressable Market matters. It’s great to have a super smart team, but if they’re not trying to address something big and interesting, then you can’t drive the kinds of returns that a venture fund needs.

Discussion of Research Questions

The current study addresses two fundamental questions regarding professional investors’ assessments of founders and venture team management.

Who in management do early-stage investors assess during the investment selection process?

Most new ventures are founded and led by teams (Kamm et al., 1990; Klotz et al., 2014; Ruef, 2010; Ucbasaran et al., 2003), but not all are. Some Seed round investors may be facing a one-person operation venture, but by the time a venture reaches out for Series A financing, they are likely to have a team in place. So, it is essential to understand who investors assess before making an investment decision. Is it, the principle founder - who typically makes the “pitch”? The entire founder team? The whole management team? All employees? On the other hand, do they even consider the team at all prior to making an investment decision?

Investors from large funds whose strategies are to cover emerging technologies or opportunity spaces might not emphasize understanding the venture team as long as the venture occupies a unique and interesting space in the emerging landscape. For example, VC007 revealed, “we don’t consider team-specific risks.” Similarly, VC015’s perspective is that:

In the venture world - regardless of what people tell you, they’re chasing the opportunity and the idea, and the people are after the fact. They’re part of the process but not the reason for the process, and you get into some challenges if you do that. In an environment like today’s, you can chase the ideas and the opportunities, and you can get money, and things work out regardless of the quality of the people or the management teams.
Significantly, even investors not particularly interested in team assessment recognize the role that team plays. “It would be good to know what individuals are bad at and how the team compensates,” according to VC007. It is obviously possible to gather this “good” information. However, their strategy conveys little value in its gathering.

Other early-stage investors expressed the opposite because of the nature of early-stage investing. VC016, for example, said “in the earliest stages – pre-revenue – there’s not really much to look at, so I look at the human factors – I mostly look at the teams.” VC011, one of the sample’s most experienced and successful investors, declares matter-of-factly, “I am a team investor.” VC004, another seasoned investor, explains it this way, “I’ve never met anyone where one person can be successful. It is all about team.” Moreover, while for some team focus is longstanding, others like VC010, “realized through experience that the three things that really matter was the team, the team, and the team.”

**Depth and Breadth of Management Assessment.** With interviewees broadly reporting an emphasis on assessing venture teams, there naturally arose variation in how far into the venture such assessments go (depth) and how thorough the assessments are (breadth). The venture funding market in 2021 was atypical - sometimes requiring investment decisions to be made within a few days of meeting with the venture team. In more typical times, investors have the time and inclination to complete relative thorough due diligence on venture founders. If that were the extent of their management assessment, it could be considered a “broad” but “shallow” assessment (see Figure 12, left). Broad, because it spans a variety of assessment techniques and criteria. Shallow, because it only covers founders. VC005, for example, describes the approach his team applies this way, “we certainly pay attention to the broader team they’ve recruited, but
at the end of the day, we are more less analyzing the founder or founders.” This approach might appeal to investors who have or believe they have a good sense of the role of founders’ individual differences and how to assess them.

**Figure 12**
Assessment Breadth versus Depth

In contrast, management assessment can be relatively “narrow” but “deep” (see Figure 12, right). Narrow in the sense of looking at a reasonably small set of criteria. Deep in the sense of spanning the range of people associated with the venture. VC009, for example, describes a narrow but deep assessment, “we want to see the team operate as a team. When the team can’t operate as a team, then that’s a signal. If you see a founder being very directive to their team, you already have a problem.” This approach might appeal to investors who appreciate the role of teams in ventures but less of an appreciation for or comfort with assessing individual differences. For example, VC008 describes a relatively narrow but deep approach that arises from the fact
that they “are cognizant that a lot of startups fail because of HR and team issues.” VC009 pursues a narrow but deep approach based on operational and external considerations, saying, “I express two questions that I want a startup to be able to address. First, what’s the evidence that the team can execute on the business? What’s the evidence that the market cares that this team executes on this business?” It is an approach that broadly considers team dynamics and performance without delving deeply into team members’ individual differences.

In practice, investors may assess venture management in ways that integrate breadth and depth. A comprehensively exhaustive assessment that is broad across every level of depth could be made. However, practical considerations make it more likely that such integrated assessments would either taper down in breadth as depth increases (see Figure 13, left) or be a simple combination of broad assessments of founders with some overall assessment of parts of the larger team (see Figure 13, right). Some investors, like VC015, find value in diving deep into venture organizations:

It's not just the management team or the worker bees. It is the administrative assistant. It's the janitor who's cleaning the bathroom. How do they interact? How do they treat people? Is it respectful? And you can get a good feel for that. But I've seen too many people they have one face when they're talking to me and a different face when they’re talking to others. And I can't deal with multiple faces. I deal with one face.

VC015 elaborates that going deep into the venture team provides insight into team dynamics and performance and can reveal valuable insights into the founders:

When management restricts in some way your ability to talk to team members. Or they always want to be there when you’re talking with the team member. Or they limit the type of information that’s disclosed - those are all red flag, red flag, red flag. The best due diligence is to tell the entrepreneur, ‘I want to talk to your team.’ If they say, ‘it’s all yours, whoever, whatever, tell me when you’re done,’ then that tells me I’m onto something.
In practice, it is essential to distinguish between intended strategy and enacted strategy. An investor’s desire to assess venture management may differ from what is actually carried out for several reasons. For example, there is evidence to indicate that venture investments are significantly influenced by macroeconomic factors and public market signals (Ning, et al., 2015). The venture investment market of 2021 heavily favored those seeking funds. Such an imbalance can affect the number of deals an investor funds, the average deal amount, and the stage where investments are focused, among other things (Ning, et al., 2015). The current study builds on this insight by revealing that contextual factors shape the criteria for assessing venture management. Interviewees reported having little time to complete their due diligence across all criteria - financial, marketplace, technology - not just human factors. When faced with limited time for completing management assessments, there are generally two ways to narrow the focus to reach a decision sooner. One way is to narrow the breadth of assessment techniques and criteria (see Figure 13).
Figure 14, left) and focus on only one or two signals that quickly provide insight into the management team. Another way is to limit the assessments' depth, focus only on the founder(s), and select other top managers (see Figure 14, right).

**Figure 14**

Narrowing Assessment Breadth and Depth
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Interviews suggest that the intensity of the imbalance in 2021 resulted in both of these narrowings were being used. A few people for any given venture were being evaluated, sometimes solely on interactions directly tied to the pitch meeting. Most reported dissatisfaction with the situation but felt compelled to act quickly or risk missing out on investment opportunities.

*What criteria do early-stage investors find important when assessing venture management?*

Behavior is the product of context and individual traits. Although some researchers call into question the role of individual differences in the emergence of entrepreneurs (e.g., Baum et
al., 2014; Walter & Heinrichs, 2015), others, including Lanivich and colleagues (2021) are pressing ahead to examine how context and individual traits affect entrepreneurial outcomes. For example, they show that core self-evaluation is a precursor to entrepreneurial performance and advise entrepreneurship coaches to look for indications of high core self-evaluation. More broadly, individual personality characteristics and experience are the criteria most valued by investors (Carlos Nunes et al., 2014). Current study findings are consistent with prior studies that have found character traits such as vision, honesty, and integrity to be important to investors (Carlos Nunes et al., 2014; Cassar & Friedman, 2009; Mishra et al., 2017).

**Soft Skills.** Soft skills are those that can be used across a wide range of contexts, including elements such as effective communication, teamwork, leadership attributes, adaptability, and motivation.

**Leadership Attributes.** Founders’ work is more than just spotting an opportunity; it is also establishing goals and executing them (Bird, 1988; Blank, 2013; Hechavarria et al., 2012), and for founders seeking outside investment, it is creating an organization and leading it in the pursuit of organizational goals for exploiting the opportunity (Levie & Gimmon, 2008).

New ventures — especially those seeking outside investment — operate in an increasingly complex and global context that calls for a range of leadership skills previously demanded only of senior managers in multinational corporations (Bruneel et al., 2010; Jones & Casulli, 2014; Schwens et al., 2011). Contemporary entrepreneurship is also a social process (Harper, 2008). From the perspective of researchers and professional investors alike, the quintessential “lone wolf” is seen as an inventor or tinkerer, not an entrepreneur. Indeed,
entrepreneurs with personalities that render them unable to lead their ventures effectively can be “responsible for their own or their companies’ failures” (Kets de Vries, 1985, p. 161).

New ventures do not have standard operating procedures or organizational structures unless the founder or founding team creates them (Bryant, 2004; Hmieleski & Ensley, 2007). Founders must motivate employees, set their goals, and establish reward structures to drive performance (Williamson, 2000). Unlike corporate managers, who generally have established goals and processes to guide them, entrepreneurs have no choice but to lead the development of such structure (Ensley et al., 2006). In addition to select operational leadership attributes, founders are also responsible for crafting the venture’s vision and using that vision to attract the resources needed to deliver on it — including employees and the capital required to get to market (Baum et al., 1998).

Given the central role of founder leadership behaviors during a venture’s development and performance, select operational leadership attributes should figure prominently in the assessment of founders during investment selection decision-making. Senior leader influence on work processes, innovation, and firm performance is well established in the strategic leadership literature (Carpenter et al., 2004; Hambrick & Finkelstein, 1987; Hambrick & Mason, 1984; Kanter, 1983; West et al., 2003; Yadav et al., 2007). Ensley et al. (2006) have shown that founders have a similar influence on their ventures, showing that leadership effectiveness is a predictor of venture performance. However, investment selection criteria research has primarily focused on the human capital framework and the associated criteria. Only relatively recently have process-oriented criteria associated with the opportunity creation view made their way into the selection criteria discussion.
Personality. As already discussed, much of the literature about the entrepreneurial personality focuses on identifying personality traits associated with the decision to become an entrepreneur, and the role of personality in entrepreneurship is still a subject of some debate (Zhao et al., 2010). However, the current study reveals that investors are nonetheless interested in personality traits – primarily those associated with leading a venture to a successful exit. This finding, at least in part, might arise from a desire to avoid the problematic personalities described by Kets de Vries (1985) and the control-oriented founders described by Wasserman (2008). Such traits might not be the same ones that drove the founder pitching for investment to become an entrepreneur in the first place. From the investor perspective, what matters is whether and how the founder will lead the venture as it overcomes the obstacles to reaching scale. In this regard, contemporary perspectives on leadership personality offer a path for more rigorous assessment of founders. A prominent example of research into leadership personality is the so-called Big Two: warmth and competence.

Social Cognition and Judgment: Leader Warmth and Competence. Children are regularly taught not to judge a book by its cover. Even so, it has been shown that when meeting others, people make snap judgments all the time and that these instant assessments boil down to two fundamental dimensions: warmth and competence (Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et al., 2007; Judd et al., 2005; Wojciszke & Abele, 2008). These judgments are formed based on the day-to-day behaviors of the person being judged, and when that person is a leader, they have been shown to have significant associations with real and perceived effectiveness. Moreover, they provide valuable insight into how a person will lead and should therefore be a consideration during investment decisions. After a short description of the construct, VC001 responded
affirmatively, like several other participants, “I like your Big Two - the warmth and competence model.”

*Competence.* Of the two, *competence* was identified much earlier as a fundamental set of associated traits (e.g., clever, competent, efficient, foresighted, imaginative, industrious, intelligent, knowledgeable, persistent), and the label was settled on fairly early (Cuddy et al., 2007). *Competence* traits are associated with job performance (Offermann et al., 2004), and the Human Capital lens of founder contribution to ventures is essentially a *competence* view.

However, competence is not enough wherever people work together towards a common goal. It is now widely acknowledged that emotional intelligence, communication, and other team skills are essential for a leader to be effective. This is where *warmth* comes in.

*Warmth.* “The *warmth* dimension captures traits that are related to perceived intent, including friendliness, helpfulness, sincerity, trustworthiness, and morality” (Fiske et al., 2007, p.77) and so are inherently related to interaction. An understanding of social dynamics is vital to decision-making and problem-solving (Ford & Gioia, 2000), both of which are, if anything, heightened in an entrepreneurial setting. Though small, the performance of entrepreneurial teams, where goals are shared, and collaboration is vital, are more in need of *warmth* in leadership (Offermann et al., 2004). Baron and Markman (2000) show that leader *warmth*-oriented capacities based on Social Intelligence and Emotional Intelligence (such as network building and self-management) may contribute to successful new venture creation and growth. So, it is clear that assessing founders through the Human Capital lens fails to capture essential swaths of leaders’ contributions to venture performance since it ignores their relational and collaborative contributions — their *warmth*. 
Warmth’s relevance to founders seems to resonate with some investors. For example, VC015 describes a founder who:

is masterful at this. He built solid relationships with everybody on the team, and even the people he had to let go - loved him - loved him till the day they died. Because, he said the conversation went like this: ‘Bill/Bob/Judy, we’ve got a great relationship. I love you as a person. The business however has needs that you’re not able to provide. It’s a disservice to keep you on board because you’re doing a disservice to yourself. You’re trying to play a role that you can’t play in this company. I need to put my company in a better position with the right person, and I need to help you find the right position for you - one where you can excel for you and your family.’ And by the way, it sounds trite, but he was absolutely all-in on that. And he would help them find the right positions for them outside the company, and they would go to their grave [supporting this founder].

To the solo inventor, garage moonlighter, and others doing small-scale entrepreneurship, warmth may not be a significant factor in their success. However, for the entrepreneur who has built a venture to the point where outside investment is under consideration, warmth will affect the commitment and engagement of team members. Investors like VC001 realize the importance of warmth and anticipate some challenges ahead.

The founders who are fueling the next generation of entrepreneurship are digital natives. Their relationship management is with Snapchat, text and video. [They are used to communicating in] 240 characters or less. [And they can be, like] ‘I gave you a thumbs up, that means I like you, so what more do you need from me?’ So, some of the EQ is getting diluted as this next wave comes in. You know they're going to have competence - they're going to have tons of digital competence, no question about it. But the warmth is where there could be that missing component that needs development.

Moreover, founder warmth will also directly affect the selection process since the likability of warm founders is associated with higher "pitch" evaluations by venture capitalists.

Expanding the founder assessment frame to encompass the Big Two would capture a wider swath of founder traits that are likely to be important in venture investment selection.
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First, *competence* encapsulates most of the founder characteristics that have previously been identified as important. It does not expressly capture Human Capital state variables such as years of education. However, competence does capture the behaviors and traits that arise from those states - often referred to as *human capital outcomes* (e.g., problem-solving ability). Moreover, many of the desirable founder traits identified in inductive studies or an ad hoc manner turn out to be *competence*-related. So, reframing these under the umbrella category of *competence* organizes them in the manner of experts in leadership.

Further, it studies how other competence traits and competence broadly relate to founders’ contribution to ventures. Second, *warmth* captures many of the ad hoc traits that fall outside the *competence* category, and it legitimizes the study of founder interpersonal characteristics that may be too “soft” for some outside the leadership science field. Together, warmth and competence provide an enhanced perspective of founders as leaders that are widely accepted among leadership scholars.

To the extent that investors interviewed in the current study represent the broader population of venture investors, the standard Big Two labels should be relabeled for use with this population. *Warmth* and *competence* are value-laden terms that elicit strong responses in some investors, even when the theoretical construct applies. For example, reacting to a brief description of the Big Two, VC015 responds,

I’ve seen this way too many times - they come in with friends - they have relationships beyond the business - and it’s hard for them to say, ‘we need to take the business to the next level, and unfortunately you’re not the person who’s going to help me do that.’ So, I have a connotation with warmth that says that makes it harder to do.
While it is undoubtedly true that social ties can impede effective decision-making, as VC015 describes, social connectedness and strength of social ties is not integral element of the warmth construct. After further discussion, VC015 effectively reaches this same conclusion stating, “I would use empathy versus warmth by the way. You want people to be likable, but a leader who’s too warm can’t make dispassionate decisions about people.” Empathy has too narrow of a meaning to be a good substitute for warmth, but VC015 effectively underscores the need to find a better practical label for the concept. The label competence has the potential for similar confusion since competence has many potential interpretations. Therefore, there might be practical value in applying unique, if somewhat technical labels such as task orientation for competence and people orientation for warmth.

Potential Contribution to Selection. Explicitly considering warmth and competence will promote scholarly and practical discussion of selection criteria in at least four ways. First, the construct is primary. Research in social cognition shows that judgments of warmth and competence are made automatically and quickly (Cuddy et al., 2007, 2008; Fiske et al., 2002, 2007), so VCs are assessing founders along these dimensions whether they are aware of it or not.

Second, the Big Two construct is expansive in that it widens the lens for human factors to consider as potential precursors for venture performance and thereby for assessment during investment decisions. Much of the extant research focuses on criteria that are precursors to a relatively narrow and often unstated range of competent behaviors. However, as the term is being used here, there are aspects of competence that prior research has not addressed.

Third, it is integrative. The Big Two construct provides a framework for discussing warmth and competence and is consistent with broader management and social science research.
As such, it invites exploration of findings that might seem somewhat isolated from broader social science findings, such as Higashide and Birley’s (2002) discovery that task conflicts between VCs and venture teams are positively associated with venture performance, whereas relationship conflicts are negatively associated with venture performance. The Big Two offers a lens for unpacking this finding.

The last, but perhaps most important, contribution that the Big Two construct makes to the scholarly discussion of selection criteria is that it provides a behavioral, operational frame on founder contributions to their ventures. Warmth and competence indicate not only how well a founder will lead the venture but also how (i.e., the manner in which) a founder will lead the venture day-to-day.

Laundry lists of traits to look for based on beliefs, biases, and, at best, correlations with venture performance can only do so much. The next frontier in founder assessment for investment selection will be understanding the mechanisms of founder value contribution to the venture. Adopting the Big Two construct opens the door to a more precise and comprehensive understanding of how founders interact with others (e.g., their team, customers, investors) – a vital part of those mechanisms. Extant research provides a partial view of the mechanisms at work. Many of the desirable founder traits that have been identified in inductive and human capital studies are competence-related (MacMillan et al., 1985, 1987; Rakhman & Evans, 2005; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984), and they point to implicit assumptions about how founders create value. However, they have surfaced through inductive and abductive means that beliefs and biases can substantially influence. This characterization is not a criticism – such approaches are often necessary for the early stages of theory formation. Instead, it is made to draw attention to
the fact that the criteria have generally not been identified through process analysis or other means associated with the mechanism of founder value contribution. For example, that leadership experts (Cuddy et al., 2007, 2008; Fiske et al., 2002, 2007) have argued that warmth is more important than competence in determining leader effectiveness.

Nevertheless, the selected literature has a relative dearth of warmth-related criteria. Are professional investors blind to the vital role of founder warmth in effective leadership of the venture? Or is the absence of warmth criteria an indication of a need for a more expansive and procedural framework for understanding selection as it stands today and how it might be improved?

**Purpose.** It has been said that “the two most important days in your life are the day you are born and the day you find out why,” and research has backed it up with evidence. For professional investors understanding founder purpose offers keen insight into their motivation which in turn says something about how persistent they are likely to be in pursuit of venture success. Long-term, meaningful goals drive our desire to accomplish big things together, like launching a new venture, and are associated with better physical and mental health. Alignment of founder purpose and venture mission drives productivity and engagement. VCs who understand the purpose of the founders that come before them will have a clearer sense of what the founders’ long-term goals are. Most participants (n = 12; 75%) expressed an interest in understanding whether a founder would have the persistence to overcome the obstacles that inevitably challenge a new venture, with half of all participants (n = 8, 50%) expressly pointing toward the founder’s motivation as an important indicator. VC001, for example, discounts curiosity or operational ease as a basis for investing, “that doesn’t interest us. [We’re looking for
founders that are passionate, [where] there’s purpose.” Posing it in the parlance common in the business media, VC007 says, “the entrepreneur’s ‘Why?’ is important.”

Entrepreneurs and the management teams they assemble are often purpose-driven people. Whether it is “to make a contribution to the world by making tools for the mind that advance humankind” (Jobs, 1980) or simply to make a lot of money, getting involved in a start-up usually involves sacrificing present reward for the promise of something greater in the future. Purpose is vital in an entrepreneurial setting for at least two reasons. First, it factors into the venture’s business performance in demonstrable ways. Second, the relationship between outside investors and the founder will be fundamentally shaped by their purposes’ alignment (or misalignment). Despite this, the role of founder purpose in venture performance and selection by investors remains scarcely investigated, if at all.

*Potential Contribution to Selection.* An assessment of founder purpose can inform investment selection in at least three ways. First, it factors into the venture’s business performance in demonstrable ways (Bird & Jelinek, 1989; Low & MacMillan, 1988). Second, founders with purpose are oriented toward achieving their goals. Third, the relationship between outside investors and the founder will be fundamentally shaped by the alignment (or misalignment) of their purposes (Higashide & Birley, 2002; Panda & Dash, 2016; Steier & Greenwood, 1995; Turcan, 2008). So, professional investors would benefit from a clear understanding of their own purpose and a structured and consistently applied framework for assessing the purpose of founders that come before them.
Character.

*When we think about leadership we focus too much on what leaders do ... and we don’t spend enough time on who leaders are — the character of leaders.*


(Cited in Seijts et al., 2015)

The Big Two offer researchers a framework for categorizing founders’ leadership styles based upon observable day-to-day behaviors. Judgments about competence and warmth are made quickly. What about aspects of style that manifest over longer periods? Participants in the current study confirm what prior research has shown – founder trustworthiness, integrity, and honesty are essential assessment criteria in investment selection. Such aspects of personal style often fall into the realm of character. Though slow to manifest, character deservedly plays an important role in founder assessments. VC015, for example, identifies character as the very starting point for assessing founders. Similarly, VC009 cites founder character as a critical element of the trust-building that precedes the decision to invest. “How does the investing process generate trust? Virtuousness and humility and all these things are important.” However, VC009 goes on to say, “but if I don’t feel it, then I don’t feel it, and I’m not investing,” which indicates how intuitive current character assessments are for some investors - even when character is seen as important. So, research into the role of character and leadership in founder assessment would contribute to both scholarly discussions and effective investor practice.

Character’s centrality stems from the role it plays in getting things done. Sturm et al. (2017) distinguish between character and competence: competence is a person’s ability to do something; character arises from that person’s virtues and manifests in their habitual behaviors.
Goodwin (2015) separates warmth’s sociability traits (e.g., friendliness, extraversion) from its character traits (e.g., kindness, sincerity, tolerance) to make a similar distinction. Thus, the sociability of competence and warmth indicates how a founder is likely to behave in the day-to-day execution of their role, while character indicates how they will lead over the longer term.

Character not only shapes how competence and sociability are employed to lead the venture, but it also plays an essential role in determining whether those traits are exercised at all (Hannah & Avolio, 2011a, 2011b). Founders’ warmth and competence will indicate whether they can successfully launch the business (Cardon et al., 2013). Their character will be an indication of whether they will actually perform to their potential. Leadership requires character, competence, and warmth. A leader who had character without competence and warmth would be a good person, but not one who gets things done.

Character can tell investors a lot about how the founders of the ventures they are considering will run the venture, especially during difficult times. Character considerations can help investors anticipate what kind of partners founders will be and can shape the nature of the investment agreement. Das and Teng (1998) argue that in partnership settings, a good relationship (a product of warmth) and trust (a consequence of character) are more effective than control, so an understanding of founder character can fundamentally shape the investment decision. Unfortunately, while judgments about warmth and competence occur very quickly based on observable, short-term behaviors, character reveals itself only over time. However, there are ways to assess it — ways that some VCs might already be employing in their decision-making process.
**Potential Contribution to Selection.** A sophisticated understanding of founder character can inform investment selection in at least two ways. First, as a structure for understanding founders’ behavioral tendencies, assessment of character provides insight into the base question of whether founders have what it takes to bring the venture to a successful exit. For example, investors can reasonably expect that a founder without courage is unlikely to disagree with them, even when the founder should, and decision-making could be adversely affected (Janis, 1982). Second, a rich understanding of founders’ character would give VCs an indication of how founders will go about leading the venture. For example, founders with low courage, accountability, integrity, and humility are unlikely to establish cultures of constructive dissent (Seijts et al., 2015) and may become subject to groupthink. In neither case would such character assessments necessarily be “deal breakers” – though some individual VCs might consider them so. However, they are reasonable considerations, especially for VCs weighing several investment prospects closely.

For VCs who stay involved in their portfolio companies, assessing character during selection also can indicate the sort of coaching that founders will benefit from after investment. If the elements of character were fixed traits like those of personality, then coaching would be of little help. Even so, character assessment would at least guide such VCs in mitigating the potential weak points in founder character. However, the situation is more promising. Although some virtues are personality traits (e.g., conscientiousness, openness) and are therefore relatively stable aspects of a person’s disposition (Bono & Judge, 2004), most virtues are not traits, and so there is a significant potential to develop character – meaning that the VC active in ventures post-investment can meaningfully coach founders on points of character.
**Passion.** Nearly half (n = 7; 44%) of participants mentioned founder passion as a factor in their investment decisions. As far back as Schumpeter (1934), passion has been a catch-all explanation for entrepreneurs’ otherwise unexplainable behaviors (Cardon et al., 2009). However, until relatively recently, it has not received much research attention (Cardon et al., 2009). The past decade has seen that shortcoming addressed with scholarly interest growing in establishing empirical evidence of passion as a predictor of individual behavior and performance (Mueller et al., 2017). The evidence has been mounting that passion is an integral part of entrepreneurship (Baron, 2008; Bierly et al., 2000; Bird, 1988; Cardon et al., 2005, 2009, 2013; Chen et al., 2009; Goss, 2005; Morris et al., 2012; Murnieks et al., 2014; Smilor, 1997).

Founders’ passion is associated with greater engagement and perseverance in the face of the obstacles that inevitably impede a new venture (Cardon et al., 2005, 2009; Cardon & Kirk, 2015; Chen et al., 2009; Drnovsek et al., 2016; Foo et al., 2009; Vallerand et al., 2003), and thereby promotes venture success (Baum & Locke, 2004; Mueller et al., 2017).

**Views of Passion.** Even in a relatively small sample, there was a fair amount of variation in investor understanding of passion and how to think rigorously about it. This inconsistency might arise because, in general use, passion can refer to an emotional state, an affective display, or a profoundly personal objective and source of long-term motivation. All three have served as viewpoints on entrepreneurship, but the last one is most relevant to investment selection. Insight into the internal fire that drives an entrepreneur’s pursuit of long-term goals would be valuable to investors concerned about founder commitment to the venture. By distinguishing between various types of passion a founder may bring to the venture, investors can anticipate how the...
founder will likely lead the exploitation of the opportunity, which can shape how an investment deal is structured or whether to invest at all.

One view of passion defines it as an emotional state consisting of positive and relatively strong feelings (Baum & Locke, 2004; Gielnik et al., 2015; Houlfort et al., 2013). Highly activated positive emotions such as passion cultivate creativity and pattern recognition — both critical in the entrepreneurial context (Baron, 2008).

Other researchers focus on the behavioral aspects of passion, defining it to be an affective display rather than an underlying emotion. Passionate displays are one of the more noteworthy aspects of entrepreneurs’ behavior (Smilor, 1997) through animated facial expressions, energetic body movements, and rich body language (Chen et al., 2009). However, regular use of passionate displays can be counterproductive. Moreover, they have the potential to be more of an “act” than an indication of founders’ authentic point of view. Therefore, a founder’s affective display of passion problematic as a predictor of venture performance and is at present of limited value in founder assessment and venture selection.

In addition to the classic affective elements, Vallerand et al. (2003) establish passion as a motivational construct and define it as “a strong inclination toward an activity that people like, that they find important, and in which they invest time and energy” (Vallerand et al., 2003: p. 757). Passion’s framing as a motivational construct holds the greatest promise for informing investment selection. Although there does not yet appear to be consensus when it comes to motivational passion in entrepreneurship overall, the distinction helps to focus passion’s motivational role in investment selection. Passionate motivation’s tapping of character strengths,
however, could serve as an indicator of founder commitment and long-term behavior – which VCs should find valuable.

*Potential Contributions to Selection.* Merely differentiating a founder’s passion to an emotional state, an affective display, or a source of long-term motivation may provide useful information for an investment decision. However, the scholarly interest in passion over the past decade has led to theoretical advances that offer VCs more pointed guidance. By distinguishing between various types of passion a founder may bring to the venture, investors can anticipate how the founder is likely to lead the exploitation of the opportunity, which can shape how an investment deal is structured or whether to invest at all.

**Limitations of the Study**

Like all research, this study faces limitations that need to be acknowledged and mitigated. The limitations described below encompass both limitations of qualitative research generally as well as specific limitations associated with the study.

*Self-Selection Bias*

The study was presented to prospective participants as an examination of the founder characteristics important during investment selection. Several investors declined to participate because they primarily focus on technology or business model considerations and do not weigh founder considerations particularly highly. On the other hand, several investors indicated that they wished to participate because they believe the matter of founder characteristics to be vital. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the sample is not a representation of all professional investors but rather a representation of those investors that consider individual differences among founders to be important.
**Investor Types**

Venture investors come in a wide variety of types. In some cases, interviews raised participants’ general attitudes towards risk. However, they did not identify specific predispositions toward risk management (per MacMillan et al., 1985) or prioritization of risk factors (per Muzyka et al., 1996). Moreover, a host of other dimensions distinguishing investors are not addressed in this study. For example, there is a lot of variation in how VCs approach post-investment involvement in the venture. Studies employing such a process-oriented view of the decision reveal that some VCs place primary emphasis on the management team characteristics. In contrast, others focus mainly on the business considerations, and still others on the technology (Knockaert et al., 2010). Future research can address the implications of these differences in type, but they are not addressed in the current study.

**Venture Types**

Ventures under consideration for outside investment have a wide variety of characteristics that shape investor interest in them and how they evaluate them. Common differences include:

- the industry (e.g., biotech, consumer banking, transportation),
- the market (e.g., business-to-business, business-to-consumer), and
- the technology (e.g., biotech, chemicals, software as a service).

In some cases, the differences in evaluation have been explicitly acknowledged by investors during the interview. However, there may also be differences in the evaluation process and criteria that are implicit, unstated, and unexplored in the interview. The sample was not steered to capture these differences, and their influence is not examined.
**Busy and Hard to Reach Population**

The nature of the population under investigation is a driving factor in selecting a qualitative approach. Access is challenging, and there may be a sampling bias arising from the differences associated with those in the population who are willing to participate versus those who are unwilling or reluctant to participate. Namely several interviewees mentioned they were happy to participate because they believed the topic was important. Venture investors with a lesser interest in the matter of founder assessment were probably accordingly more likely to decline or ignore the invitation to participate in the study.

**Confidential Information and Conversational Avoidance**

Because discussions of the decision-making process and criteria relate to actual investment decisions, interviewees may avoid topics that have the potential to reveal confidential information or may “spin” parts of conversations to avoid revealing specific information. Sometimes, interviewees called attention to their avoidance or simply glossed over it. However, as Smart (1998) observed, VC respondents “demonstrated high levels of candor and self-criticism” (p.59), so a priori concerns were essentially unwarranted.

**Perceived Source of Competitive Advantage**

Venture investors that believe human factors are of primary importance when selecting investments might consider the criteria they use to be a source of competitive advantage and could therefore be uninterested in sharing their expertise, even if confidentiality is guaranteed. Such investors likely declined or ignored invitations to participate and could be a source of sampling bias. Participating investors, however, were very generous in sharing their perspectives about the criteria they considered during assessment.
**Self-Reporting and Espoused vs Theories in Use**

Anytime researchers record beliefs and perceptions, as opposed to observable behaviors, they must be concerned with the well-reported shortcomings of self-reporting (e.g., Stone et al., 1999). In addition, research has established differences between the theories VCs say they use and those they actually use when making investment decisions (Levie & Gimmon, 2008; Shepherd, 1999; Zacharakis & Meyer, 1998). It is a challenge inherent in the research method and can be addressed in the future through additional investigation using alternative methods.

**External Environment**

This study was conducted during the global COVID-19 pandemic, which meant the study context was somewhat uncertain. For the most part, the upper echelons of the U.S. economy were relatively unaffected by the pandemic (e.g., based on the performance of equity markets, unemployment patterns) and anecdotal evidence indicates that venture investing was relatively unaffected as well.

Overall, the venture investment market in 2021 (when interviews were conducted) was extremely liquid. Most participants indicated that the market was very favorable to founders, with investors generally chasing opportunities and founders. The time between founder pitch and investor decisions has been severely compressed, and several investors indicated that they do not have time to complete the level of due diligence they would typically require.

Macroeconomic conditions changed dramatically in 2022. Concerns over inflation have led the Federal Reserve to raise interest rates on multiple occasions, which has in turn triggered concerns about economic recession. Higher interest rates have drawn money out of the venture investment market, cooling it substantially. This change in the market potentially amplifies the
contribution of this study since interviewees reportedly de-prioritized founder assessment during the highly competitive market of 2020-2021. However, a control study to assess whether investors spend more time and effort evaluating founders under current market circumstances is needed to understand better the relationship between venture market conditions and investor assessment of founders.

**Participant Yield**

This study’s response rate (22.2%) is roughly half that of prior similar studies (e.g., Smart, 1999). It is hard to know with certainty the cause of this relatively low response rate, but a proximal contextual factor is the aforementioned asymmetry between available capital and ventures searching for funding. The situation created a pressure among many investors to operate at a fast tempo, which could have left them with little time for participating in research. At least eight investors expressed an initial willingness to participate but failed to follow up by scheduling a time or completing the online informed consent form. To the extent that the participation response rate was reduced due to this imbalance, it would be the relatively active investors who were most likely to either decline participation or abandon an initial interest in participating. Such an effect would skew the sample towards less active investors which has implications for interpretation of the findings. Such an effect might also amplify the self-selection bias previously described, since investor interest in the topic might mitigate the effect of the time pressure.

**Conclusion**

The contribution of this paper to the discussion of how VCs assess founders during investment decision-making by linking founder selection criteria to established theories from the
broader management, leadership, and social science arenas. These are promising times for anyone interested in understanding the role founders play in the success of their ventures – a role that, if understood well, has much to say about the criteria outside investors should be looking for in the investment decision-making process. The promise arises from a considerable growth in interest in leadership theory and its application to entrepreneurship over the last dozen or so years (Kniffin et al., 2020; Walsh, 2020). Moreover, following calls from entrepreneurship scholars to broaden the lines of inquiry, experts from other fields of social science have been using behavioral and cognitive theories to understand the mechanisms by which founders lead their ventures and drive venture success, which is expanding the range of relevant human factors for assessment during selection. Venture capitalists are sophisticated professionals and may already be viewing entrepreneurs through this lens, although we do not know how widely or effectively investors use such criteria. However, the growing recognition that entrepreneurs are leaders, not just bundles of resources, points to the need for new insights into investment selection criteria generally, and founder criteria in particular.

**Significance of Research**

Venture capitalists and founders are both well equipped to evaluate a venture’s offer, market, and financial outlook. Theoretical and empirical advances fill the pages of scholarly journals. However, the earliest studies of venture capital identified that the founder matters more than these considerations — a fact that remains true today. As a venture capitalist with a decade of experience recently described, “we can fix technology, many times. We can refocus the market, often. We can’t fix [bad] founders” (S. Broderick, personal communication, September 4, 2019). To understand the role of founders, experts have generally framed founder traits using
either unstructured sets of characteristics or applied the unduly narrow lens of Human Capital.
Both perspectives have advanced what is known about how founder characteristics factor into investment selection processes. However, while these perspectives may have once adequately captured how venture capitalists evaluate founders, today’s investors are more sophisticated. The investor just mentioned confirmed that the leadership qualities described in this proposal are critical and that he was “not sure IQ or willingness to work long hours are the right set of criteria,” (S. Broderick, personal communication, September 4, 2019) in response to a question about Human Capital-based criteria suggested in several peer-reviewed papers. This situation points to a major gap in our understanding of the investment selection process between the role of founders and what evidence-based research can say about their role. Pointing to the primacy of founders discovered in the earliest research fails to adequately underscore the effort, time, and money at stake. As another venture investor with more than a dozen years of experience described it, his greatest “pain point” is identifying founders who will be reliable strategic partners (D. Endicott, personal communication, February 12, 2018). Neither ad hoc criteria nor Human Capital metrics will do much to address his pain.
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## Appendix: Codebook

### Nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Files</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1-Who in management do VCs assess in the investment selection process</td>
<td>Research Question #1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up teams</td>
<td>The people the start-up founder works with to get the company off the ground</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced teams</td>
<td>VCs suggest that finding a team with experience in the start-up realm is important to picking a venture that will succeed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team dynamics</td>
<td>Team dynamics are the behavioral relationships between members of any given team</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesive team</td>
<td>Being a cohesive team means that not only are group goals met but everyone feels like they have contributed to the overall success of the group. Individuals on a cohesive team tend to focus more on the entire group rather than their individual selves and are more motivated to work towards the team goal.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up founder</td>
<td>An individual who establishes a new business</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2-What criteria do VCs find important in assessing venture management</td>
<td>Whether investors are using criteria related to team performance and interpersonal skills, individual experience and capabilities, or a combination of both reveals the foundation of their beliefs about the role of venture management in venture success and fundamentally shapes the investments they will make.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to scale the company</td>
<td>VCs suggest it is important to assess if the start-up founder can scale the company</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambitious</td>
<td>Having or showing a strong desire and determination to succeed</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing the management of the venture</td>
<td>Factors or criteria important in assessing the management of the venture</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market fit</td>
<td>VCs suggested that start-up founder’s ability to correctly assess and manage their companies in line with product market fit is a key factor considered when making investment decisions.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character</td>
<td>One or more attributes or traits that make up and distinguish an individual. Examples of character traits include intelligent, jealous, imaginative, tolerant, trustworthy, unkind, wise, creative, curious.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grit</td>
<td>Courage and resolve; strength of character.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passion</td>
<td>Strong and barely controllable emotion</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passion wanes</td>
<td>Passion decreases in vigor, power, or extent; become weaker.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenacity</td>
<td>The quality or fact of being very determined; determination and persistent.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtuous character</td>
<td>Virtuous character is about character strengths (e.g., assertiveness, commitment, honesty, integrity, perseverance).</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>The state or quality of being dedicated to a cause, activity</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honesty</td>
<td>The quality of being honest</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humility</td>
<td>A modest or low view of one's own importance; humbleness</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>The quality of being honest and having strong moral principles; moral uprightness</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morality</td>
<td>Principles concerning the distinction between right and wrong or good and bad behavior</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coachable</td>
<td>Capable of being easily taught and trained to do something better</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive state</td>
<td>A subject's cognitive state suggests when the subject is exploring the decision environment versus exploiting it, and decision performance classifies whether the subject is making optimal decisions.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth mindset</td>
<td>A growth mindset means that you thrive on challenge, and don't see failure as a way to describe yourself but as a springboard for growth and developing your abilities</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-aware</td>
<td>Having conscious knowledge of one's own character and feelings suggested it is important to find founders that are self-aware so that they know their own limitations and where they may need coaching or additional help from the investor.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not know</td>
<td>VCs suggest the importance of start-up founders being able to say they do not know the answer to something if they don't</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know when to ask for help</td>
<td>VCs suggested it is important for start-up founders to be aware of their shortcomings and willing to ask for help.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong sense of self</td>
<td>A strong sense of self may be defined by knowing your own goals, values and ideals and define feelings of self</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>The state of feeling certain about the truth of something</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain expertise</td>
<td>VCs suggested that it is important that founders have an expertise in their domain or know something no one else does</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurial experience</td>
<td>VCs suggest that start-up founders experience as an entrepreneur is important to consider. New entrepreneurs are perceived as less prepared.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-time founders</td>
<td>Start-up founders that have started several or multiple ventures</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution ability</td>
<td>What are execution skills? Execution skills are the abilities required to perform a certain task or complete company goals. These skills usually involve organization, motivation, and time management. Many managers or other leaders may use these skills to complete their duties and manage their team's duties</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentive alignment</td>
<td>The structuring of incentive arrangements whereby managers are rewarded for doing what is in the shareholder's best interest</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquisitive</td>
<td>Given to examination or investigation; inclined to ask questions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal skills</td>
<td>Interpersonal skills are the behaviors and tactics a person uses to interact with others effectively</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founder’s reputation</td>
<td>Reputation is the subjective qualitative belief a person has regarding the founder</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship with cofounders</td>
<td>VCs suggested the importance of observing the relationship between a start-up founder and their cofounders.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship with team</td>
<td>VCs suggested the importance of observing how a founder interacts with their team and vice versa, this is a signal to the VCs of either positive or negative attributes of the founder.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse team</td>
<td>VCs suggest it is important to have diverse teams in order to drive innovation and bolster the likelihood that the product coming to market is viable.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship with the VC</td>
<td>VCs suggested the relationship they formed with the start-up venture was important in their decision making.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect with the founder</td>
<td>VCs suggest overall they need to feel that they can connect with the founder on a visceral level.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I don't feel it, I don't</td>
<td>VCs suggest the importance of start-up founders conveying or selling them on their characteristics and personality that are perceived by the VC as positive.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust and like the founder</td>
<td>VCs suggested that it is important that they and the investors trust and like the founder.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commonalities - connection</td>
<td>The state of sharing features or attributes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gut feeling</td>
<td>VCs suggest making a decision is based on &quot;gut feelings&quot;.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of trust</td>
<td>VCs suggested that behaviors that indicate a start-up founder is being dishonest is a red flag.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking skills</td>
<td>The action or process of interacting with others to exchange information and develop professional or social contacts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern recognition</td>
<td>The ability to recognize patterns or trends that signal VCs whether to invest</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence</td>
<td>Firm or obstinate continuance in a course of action despite difficulty or opposition</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to fail and drive insight</td>
<td>VCs suggest it is important for start-up ventures to have the ability to fail repeatedly and drive insight from that failure, then keep going and move forward.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptable</td>
<td>Able to be modified for a new use or purpose</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional and mental maturity</td>
<td>VCs suggested the importance of founders having the emotional and mental maturity to endure when challenges arise.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founder motivations</td>
<td>VCs suggested the founders’ motivations are important in determining if the venture is worth investing in.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy</td>
<td>VCs suggest founders that want to pay themselves a ridiculous salary or not pay talent well are red flags to not invest.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The right motivation</td>
<td>VCs suggested that start-up founders need to have the right motivation to be considered a good investment option.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committed to the people you’re helping</td>
<td>VCs suggest that if a founder is committed to the people they want to help, they will be more persistent or resilient during the downtimes.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grit</td>
<td>Courage and resolve; strength of character</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence</td>
<td>Firm or obstinate continuance in a course of action despite difficulty or opposition</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to fail and drive insight</td>
<td>VCs suggest it is important for start-up ventures to have the ability to fail repeatedly and drive insight from that failure, then keep going and move forward.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptable</td>
<td>Able to be modified for a new use or purpose</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional and mental maturity</td>
<td>VCs suggested the importance of founders having the emotional and mental maturity to endure when challenges arise.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founder motivations</td>
<td>VCs suggested the founders’ motivations are important in determining if the venture is worth investing in.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy</td>
<td>VCs suggest founders that want to pay themselves a ridiculous salary or not pay talent well are red flags to not invest.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The right motivation</td>
<td>VCs suggested that start-up founders need to have the right motivation to be considered a good investment option.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committed to the people you’re helping</td>
<td>VCs suggest that if a founder is committed to the people they want to help, they will be more persistent or resilient during the downtimes.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardiness</td>
<td>The ability to endure difficult conditions. VCs stated that starting a company is both physically and mentally taxing and that finding a start-up founder that appears to be able to withstand these taxing forces is a good sign that they will persist when needed.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founders past experiences</td>
<td>VCs suggest founders past experiences are a signal or indicator as to whether they will have the hardiness to keep going.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>VCs suggested that start-up founders have a propensity for mental health challenges such as depression.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle of the road</td>
<td>VCs suggest a start-up founder that isn't too excitable is best to ensure they can withstand the highs and lows of having a start-up business.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive to environment</td>
<td>VCs suggested that it was important that start-up founders are sensitive to the market and social environment.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardiness</td>
<td>The ability to endure difficult conditions. VCs stated that starting a company is both physically and mentally taxing and that finding a start-up founder that appears to be able to withstand these taxing forces is a good sign that they will persist when needed.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founders past experiences</td>
<td>VCs suggest founders past experiences are a signal or indicator as to whether they will have the hardiness to keep going.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>VCs suggested that start-up founders have a propensity for mental health challenges such as depression.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle of the road</td>
<td>VCs suggest a start-up founder that isn't too excitable is best to ensure they can withstand the highs and lows of having a start-up business.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive to environment</td>
<td>VCs suggested that it was important that start-up founders are sensitive to the market and social environment.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality</td>
<td>Personality is more visible than character and defined as a relatively stable, consistent, and enduring internal characteristic that is inferred from a pattern of behaviors, attitudes, feelings, and habits in the individual.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptable</td>
<td>Able to adjust to new conditions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicative</td>
<td>Ready to talk or impart information</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>Able to be easily modified to respond to altered circumstances or conditions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not seeking approval</td>
<td>VCs suggest it is important that start-up founders are not people that are seeking approval from their investors and are more interested in figuring out how to grow their business.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open mindedness - Openness to experience</td>
<td>The personality trait that best reflects the lay concept of open-mindedness is called “openness to experience,” or simply “openness.” Open people tend to be intellectually</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curious, creative, and imaginative. They are interested in art and are voracious consumers of music, books, and other fruits of culture.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicultural awareness</td>
<td>Multicultural Awareness is the ability to understand and appreciate the history, life experiences and beliefs of diverse groups of people. Inevitably, greater cultural awareness and consideration fosters a better community.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multidiscipline awareness</td>
<td>VCs suggested that it's important that start-up founders and team members can work in a multicultural and discipline environment.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>A new method, idea, product, etc.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persuasive</td>
<td>Good at persuading someone to do or believe something through reasoning or the use of temptation</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articulate</td>
<td>Having or showing the ability to speak fluently and coherently</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great salesperson</td>
<td>Someone particularly effective at selling (products, services, ideas)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessed</td>
<td>Preoccupy or fill the mind of (someone) continually, intrusively, and to a troubling extent.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storytelling</td>
<td>Storytelling is identified as one of Matter's top soft skills that is linked to performance, development, and career success. Matter's definition of. Storytelling. Creates an</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talent acquisition</td>
<td>VCs suggest it is important that start-up founders are able to attract talent to ensure their company thrives.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>The ability to think about or plan the future with imagination or wisdom</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatic</td>
<td>Dealing with things sensibly and realistically in a way that is based on practical rather than theoretical considerations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking good leaders</td>
<td>VCs suggest they are looking for good leaders.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good organizational culture</td>
<td>VCs suggested they seek good leaders that will foster good organizational culture to drive performance.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signals</td>
<td>Indications to the VC that the founder is a good &quot;bet&quot;</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic self</td>
<td>Your authentic self is who you truly are as a person, regardless of your occupation, regardless of the influence of others. It is an honest representation of you.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diligent</td>
<td>Having or showing care and conscientiousness in one's work or duties</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past behavior</td>
<td>VCs suggested looking at a founder’s past behaviors is an indication of their future behaviors.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respectful</td>
<td>Feeling or showing deference and respect</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrounded by a great team</td>
<td>VCs suggested that if the founder is surrounded by a great team, that is a signal that the founder may be competent and a good bet.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCs pre-existing schemas and bias</td>
<td>A schema is a mental structure that helps organize knowledge into categories and understand and interpret new information</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body language</td>
<td>The process of communicating nonverbally through conscious or unconscious gestures and movements</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity or race</td>
<td>Race refers to the concept of dividing people into groups based on various sets of physical characteristics and the process of ascribing social meaning to those groups. Ethnicity describes the culture of people in a given geographic region, including their language, heritage, religion and customs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>